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This dissertation systematically explores multiple-input converters (MICs) 

configuration and topologies, and then proposes improvements on certain beneficial 

MICs—time-sharing MICs and soft-switching MICs for distributed generation (DG) 

applications with high voltage transfer ratio. Compared with other MIC families which 

are derived from same input and output cells, time-sharing MICs have the fewest circuit 

components. However, time-sharing MICs lack for bi-directional power flow capability 

due to their special input switches requirement. In addition, their hard-switching 

characteristic leads to a low efficiency problem when isolation is necessary. The 

dissertation investigates into time-sharing MIC input switch selection, which leads to a 

new driving strategy and new input switch combinations. With the new input switch 

combinations, bi-directional and high efficiency time-sharing MICs are made possible. 

Besides isolated time-sharing MIC, Soft-switching MICs might also be a common choice 

for high voltage transfer ratio DG applications. However, the enormous amount of circuit 

components makes the soft-switching MICs become less attractive. An input cell 

reduction method is introduced in this dissertation to greatly reduce the component count 

of isolated MICs, including soft-switching MICs. In addition to the improvement on 
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existing MIC families, a new push-pull connected MIC family is proposed in this 

dissertation as another choice of high voltage transfer ratio DG applications. Moreover, a 

comparison among MIC families is made to provide a sense of topologies selection in 

certain applications. Prototypes of time-sharing dual-input (DI) SEPICs, a push-pull 

connected DI-Boost converter, and a DI full-bridge (FB) converter are built to verify 

aspects discussed in this dissertation. Bi-directional power flow capability of time-

sharing MIC is confirmed with a time-sharing DI-SEPIC and a soft-switching time-

sharing MIC is realized by an isolated time-sharing DI-SEPIC with an active clamping 

leg. Maximum power point tracking control feasibility in these converters is evaluated 

with real photovoltaic modules that are connected to the push-pull connected DI-Boost 

converter that uses a perturb-and-observe method. Finally, an efficiency comparison is 

made between time-sharing MIC and push-pull connected MIC.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

Use of distributed generation (DG) sources [1] as an essential component of 

micro-grids [2-5], communications power architectures [6], stand-alone power system [7, 

8], and data centers [9, 10] is becoming a growing trend in both residential and industrial 

applications, such as in information and communications technology (ICT) systems. One 

of the main advantages that DG provides to the ICT community is the micro-grid's ability 

to improve availability through redundancy, diversity, and modularity [11]. When diverse 

or redundant sources are applied to a distribution power system, single-input converters 

(SICs) or multiple-input converters (MICs) might be chosen as power electronics 

interfaces [12-15], shown in Figure. 1.1.  

As seen in Figure. 1.1, utilizing MIC as a power electronics interface in an ac 

distribution power system with DG sources provides the possibility of simplified 

conversion stages, that is, the dc bus could be removed. Moreover, applying SICs as 

power electronics interfaces between DG sources and a dc bus is generally a costlier 

option and may require a complicated power flow management scheme to synchronize 

their outputs. Achieving such synchronization would require either complex autonomous 

control schemes or having a communication link among SICs to reduce their reliability—

which is one reason why MICs would be chosen over a central converter option. On the 

other hand, a modular MIC would allow reduction in the number of components with 

respect to a SIC without compromising system availability [11]. 
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    (a)        (b)  

Figure 1.1: Ac distribution generation power system structures: (a) with single input 

converters (SICs), (b) with multiple-input converter (MIC) as interface. 

Based on different control strategies and compositions, multiple-port converters 

or MICs introduced as a power electronics interface solution for DG applications can be 

classified into five categories: pulsating current source cell MIC, pulsating voltage source 

cell MIC [15-20], multiple-winding magnetic coupled MIC [14, 21-25], time-sharing  

MIC [26-34], and push-pull connected MIC [35, 36]. Among the previously presented 

MICs in [14, 16-22], time-sharing MICs are modular MICs and generally provide the 

lowest circuit components than other MICs that are derived from the same SIC. 

Therefore, time-sharing MIC might be a good choice as a power electronics interface for 

DGs. Figure 1.2 shows that a time-sharing multiple-input (MI) SEPIC has lower circuit 

components than a pulsating current source cell MI-SEPIC; the component number 

difference increases as the number of input sources increases. In addition, higher inputs-

to-output voltage transfer ratio can be achieved in a time-sharing MIC by replacing its 

common output inductor by a coupled-inductor. At this point, time-sharing MIC seems 

suitable for one of the two goals of this research—to find a power electronics interface 

for high voltage transfer ratio DG applications, such as the photovoltaic (PV) micro-
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inverter in [37]. However, the coupled-inductor leakage inductance greatly reduces 

converter efficiency. The phenomenon is illustrated by Figure 1.3 through the current 

flow of an isolated time-sharing dual-input (DI) SEPIC converter with both input 

switches are turned off. An ideal coupled-inductor model that consists of leakage 

inductor (Lr), magnetizing inductor (Lm), and two windings (N1 and N2) with turns ratio 

n= N1: N2 is applied here. In this state, energy in Lm starts to be transferred to the output 

capacitor (Cout) and load (R) while energy in Lr resonates with parasitic capacitors in 

input switches. This energy transferred to the parasitic capacitors is then dissipated onto 

the switches once the switches are turned on at the next switching cycle. This is the root 

cause of additional switching losses when isolation is added to a time-sharing MIC. In 

addition to turn-on switching losses, high voltage stresses appeared on input switches due 

to small parasitic capacitor values in the LC resonant circuit, which may result in the 

usage of switches with higher voltage stresses and conduction losses. Thus, soft-

switching techniques are required in order to minimize additional switching losses and to 

reduce the switch voltage stresses for a high efficient isolated time-sharing MIC.  

However, time-sharing MICs require bidirectional blocking switches as input 

switches to prevent circulation current flows among input cells, and the use of bi-

directional blocking switches such as insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) might be 

contradictory to some soft-switching techniques [38-40]. That is because input switches 

with these soft-switching techniques are required to have bidirectional current flow. 

Besides, the power dissipation on IGBT might have higher conduction losses in low 

power applications [29]. Notice that "low power" is defined as the power ranges between 

1W and 1kW. However, some bi-directional blocking switches can allow bidirectional 

current flow and provide lower conduction losses. Hence, several bi-directional blocking 

switches are introduced and compared in this dissertation to determine a better choice in 
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low power applications as it is necessary while interfacing many sources for micro-grids 

or homes with smart power distribution architectures [41] which have inherently low 

power output in each of its modules, such as PV panels, fuel cells, and wind turbines. 

Among the possible bi-directional blocking switches, MOSFETs in series can not only 

provide lower conduction losses in these applications, but also adapt to the bidirectional 

current flow requirement of soft-switching techniques on input switches. As a result, soft-

switching isolated time-sharing MICs can be realized with MOSFETs in series as input 

switches. 

  

   (a) 

 
      (b) 

Figure 1.2: (a) Multiple-input SEPIC with pulsating current source cells, (b) time-

sharing multiple-input SEPIC. 

 

Figure 1.3: Illustration of current flow of an isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC when both 

input switches are turned off. 
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 Besides time-sharing MIC, push-pull connected MIC is a newly proposed MIC 

family that might be a good choice for high efficiency high voltage transfer ratio DG 

applications. The common push-pull derived approach made push-pull connected MICs 

different from MICs previously presented in [14, 16-22, 26-32], and a voltage doubler 

circuit is utilized as the common output stage of the push-pull connected MICs. 

Therefore, it is possible for a push-pull connected MIC to generate a higher voltage 

transfer ratio without using magnetic isolation. Consequently, push-pull connected MIC 

does not have the serious leakage inductance problem in isolated time-sharing MICs. 

Moreover, voltage tripler or voltage quadrupler circuits [42] can also be used to replace 

the voltage doubler output stage and achieve even higher input-output voltage ratio.  

Soft-switching MIC is another common choice for high voltage transfer ratio DG 

applications, such as the pulsating voltage source cell MI full-bridge (FB) converter in 

[20] and the multiple-winding magnetic coupled MI-FB converter in [22]. However, the 

enormous amount of circuit components makes the soft-switching MIC less attractive. An 

input cell reduction method is introduced in this dissertation to greatly reduce the 

component count of soft-switching MICs. The input cell reduction method can also be 

applied to many other isolated MICs.  

The other goal of this research is to identify the characteristics of each MIC 

family for giving the sense of topology selections in different applications. Some of the 

MICs in [14, 16-22, 26-32, 35, 36] that are widely proposed as solutions for DG 

applications are shown in Table 1.1. All the MICs in Table 1.1 are derived from half-

bridge, full bridge, and cells from six other basic converters (Buck, Boost, Buck-boost, 

SEPIC, Cuk and Zeta) with different control strategies and compositions. Although 

comparisons of cost, modularity, reliability and flexibility among some MICs in Table 

1.1 are conducted in [31], some other MIC characteristics, such as quantitative MIC 
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reliabilities and converter efficiencies, which might also be of great interest in DG 

applications are not included in [31]. In addition, [31] only compared MICs flexibility in 

the sense of source compatibility, yet, other flexibility aspects such as control limitations, 

input current limitations, inputs-to-output voltage transfer ratio of MICs and level of 

mutual influence among input sources, are not taken into consideration. Besides, bi-

directional power flow capability is also important for battery energy storage systems 

[43], hybrid vehicles [44, 45], and power distribution architectures [46]. The block 

diagrams of a simplified battery energy storage system and meshed power distribution 

architecture with active distribution nodes are shown in Figure. 1.4. 

Families MICs in the family References 

Pulsating current source cell 

(PCSC) MICs 

PCSC-MI-Boost converter [16] 

PCSC-MI-buck-boost converter [16] 

PCSC-MI-SEPIC converter [16] 

Pulsating voltage source cell 

(PVSC)  MICs 

PVSC-MI-buck converter [16] 

PVSC-MI-Cuk converter [16] 

PVSC-MI-Zeta converter [16] 

Multiple-winding magnetic 

coupled (MW) MICs 

MW-MI-Half-bridge converter [21] 

MW-MI-Full-bridge converter [22] 

Time-sharing (TS) MICs 

TS-MI-buck-boost converter [26] 

TS-MI-SEPIC converter [28] 

TS-MI-Cuk converter [30] 

Push-pull connected (PPC) 

MICs 

PPC-MI-Boost converter [35] 

PPC-MI-buck-boost converter  [36] 

PPC-MI-SEPIC converter [36] 

Table 1.1: Multiple-input Converter Families. 
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      (a)          (b) 

Figure 1.4: Systems which require bidirectional converters: (a) a battery energy storage 

system (BESS), (b) a meshed power distribution architecture. 

Due to the possibility of having circulating currents, the battery modules in a 

battery energy storage system of different capacity, age, or technologies, are connected to 

a dc bus through individual power electronics interfaces, such as bi-directional converters 

[47], instead of being directly connected in parallel. In meshed distribution architecture, 

bi-directional converters are generally applied as a power routing interface (PRI). At an 

intersection of the distribution lines, a power routing interface should be capable to 

ensure power flow to and from all ports. For example, the centre power routing interface 

in Figure 1.4(b) should allow power freely flow among nodes a to d; this is a main system 

requirement that differs from battery energy storage systems. Unlike the meshed 

distribution architecture, battery energy storage systems only require power flow in two 

directions: from grid to battery modules or from battery modules to grid. Many bi-

directional converters or, for the sake of cost and simple control communications, a 

multiple-port converter [14] may be chosen as a power electronics interface of a battery 

energy storage system or a power routing interface for a meshed distribution architecture. 

Bi-directional power flow capabilities of multiple-winding magnetic coupled MICs and 
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pulsating current source cell MICs were discussed in [14, 22, 45]. However, bi-

directional power flow capabilities of pulsating voltage source cell MICs, push-pull 

connected MICs, and time-sharing MICs was not mentioned or identified in past works. 

In general, time-sharing MICs may be considered incapable of bi-directional operations 

because forward conducting and bi-directional blocking (FCBB) components are 

generally used as their input switches [26, 28, 30]. However, a recent study about time-

sharing MICs [29] indicates that unidirectional conducting components are not required 

by time-sharing MICs with a proper driving strategy. Therefore, bi-directional operation 

of time-sharing MIC is possible.  

Prototypes of time-sharing DI-SEPICs, a push-pull connected DI-Boost converter, 

and a DI full-bridge (FB) converter are built to verify aspects discussed in this 

dissertation. Bi-directional power flow capability of time-sharing MIC is confirmed with 

a time-sharing DI-SEPIC and a soft-switching time-sharing MIC is realized by an 

isolated time-sharing DI-SEPIC with an active clamping leg. Maximum power point 

tracking (MPPT) control feasibility in these converters is evaluated with real PV modules 

connected to the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter that uses a perturb-and-observe 

MPPT technique. The results show that the proposed MIC family seems to be well fit for 

PV applications. The DI-FB converter examines the feasibility of the input cell reduction 

method. Finally, an efficiency comparison is made among these topologies.  

1.2 SCOPE OF THIS RESEARCH 

This research mainly focuses on exploring and identifying the feasible MIC 

topologies that are suitable for high voltage transfer ratio DG applications. This work 

proceeds with two approaches. First, the compositions of some previously presented 

MICs are reviewed and analyzed in order to find adequate topologies and possible 
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improvement from these MICs for high voltage transfer ratio DG applications. Second, 

investigation on SIC topologies—push-pull converter and resonant converters—which do 

not have their own derived MICs is made in order to examine the possibility of deriving 

MICs from these SICs. Along these two tracks, improvement on time-sharing MICs is 

made. Soft-switching time-sharing MICs are developed and bi-directional power flow 

capability of time-sharing MICs is explored. A new push-pull connected MIC family is 

proposed and an input cell reduction method is presented. The results of MI resonant 

converter feasibility study are also presented.  

1.3 DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 

This dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter 2 describes key definitions that 

help readers understand MIC configurations and characteristics. Chapter 3 explores the 

improvement on component stresses, efficiency, and bi-directional power flow capability 

of time-sharing MICs. Chapter 4 synthesizes the proposed push-pull connected MIC 

family and analyzes the operation of push-pull connected MI-Boost converter. Chapter 5 

presents analysis results of a hybrid MIC—a pulsating current source cell push-pull 

connected hybrid MIC. Chapter 6 proposes an input cell reduction method that can be 

applied to any isolated MIC that has two different pulsating voltages on a winding of its 

transformer/coupled-inductor. Possible topologies that are derived from using the input 

cell reduction method are also illustrated in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents the results of 

MI resonant converter feasibility study. Chapter 8 compares DI converters from the five 

aforementioned MIC families in order to provide a sense of topology selection in 

different applications. Chapter 9 presents the conclusions of this research.  
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Chapter 2:  Multiple-input Converter Classifications 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter defines and classifies previously-presented MICs. Based on different 

control strategies and circuit configurations, previously-presented multiple-port 

converters or MICs used as a power electronics interface solution for DG applications 

can be classified into four categories: pulsating current source cell MICs, pulsating 

voltage source cell MICs [16-20], multiple-winding magnetic coupled MICs [14, 21, 22], 

and time-sharing MICs [26-32]. Different features are observed in these four MIC 

families, and these features may determine their scope of applications. Although it is 

possible to combine MICs of different families and to develop a hybrid MIC, hybrid 

MICs may lead to a more complex analysis. Also, hybrid MICs including cells from 

different families always have features from the different families. A hybrid MIC that 

combines cells of time-sharing MICs and of pulsating current source cell MICs has 

positive and negative features of both families [48].  

2.2 DEFINITIONS 

The following discussion considers that in dc-dc converter applications with 

MICs, power transfer may occur from one or more dc voltage sources to dc loads. 

Therefore, each input cell must consist of at least one voltage source. Essential 

definitions—pulsating source/sink cells, energy buffers, transformer, and coupled-

inductor—of a MIC composition are made in this section. 
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2.2.1 Pulsating Current Source/sink Cell 

Referring to the ideal current and voltage generator definitions in [49], pulsating 

current source/sink cells can be achieved with the cells shown in Figure 2.1. Their more 

relevant properties are: 

1. On a cycle-to-cycle basis, a pulsating current source/sink cell output current level is 

independent of the load that is connected to the pulsating current source cell. 

2. A pulsating current source/sink cell output voltage level is determined by the 

response of the load to the pulsating current source cell output current. 

3. A pulsating current source/sink cell can generate a pulsating current at its output with 

a dc voltage source inside the pulsating current source cell. 

4. A pulsating current source/sink cell is an open circuit when the pulsating current 

source cell output current is zero. 

5. A pulsating current source/sink cell can either source or sink power. 

 

       

        (a)      (b)    (c)       (d) 

       

         (e)         (f)         (g) 

Figure 2.1: (a) Pulsating current source cell (PCSC), (b) type I PCSC, (c) type  II 

PCSC, (d) type III PCSC, (e) type IV PCSC, (f) type V PCSC, (g) type VI 

PCSC. 
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2.2.2 Pulsating Voltage Source/sink Cell 

Referring to the ideal current and voltage generator definitions in [49], pulsating 

voltage source/sink cells can be achieved with the cells in Figure 2.2 and their more 

relevant properties are: 

1. A pulsating voltage source/sink cell output voltage level is independent of the load 

that connected to the pulsating voltage source/sink cell. 

2. A pulsating voltage source/sink cell output current level is determined by the 

response of the load to the pulsating voltage source/sink cell output voltage. 

3. A pulsating voltage source/sink cell can generate a pulsating voltage at its outputs 

with a dc voltage source. 

4. A pulsating voltage source/sink cell is a short circuit when the pulsating voltage 

source/sink cell output voltage is zero. 

5. A pulsating voltage source/sink cell can either source or sink energy. 

2.2.3 Energy Buffer: 

 Voltage buffer (VB): An ideal voltage buffer can be treated as a voltage source that 

allows a pulsating current to flow through and that maintains a steady dc voltage. For 

example, a capacitor is a voltage buffer. 

 Current buffer (CB): An ideal current buffer can be treated as a current source that 

allows a pulsating voltage across and maintains a steady dc current. For example, an 

inductor is a current buffer. 

2.2.4 Transformer and coupled-inductor 

According to the modeling and analysis in [50, 51], ideal transformer and 

coupled-inductor can be defined literally as follows: 
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 Ideal transformer: All the flux generated by one winding also links to all other 

windings. That is, total flux on the core of transformer is less than the flux 

generated/induced from any winding.  

 Ideal coupled-inductor: Total flux on the core of coupled-inductor is the sum of the 

flux generated from every winding. Air gap is necessary for coupled-inductor to store 

energy, and the magnetizing inductor current is non-zero. 

       

        (a)       (b)        (c)         (d) 

       

 (e)      (f)            (g)              (h)                     

       

   (i)     (j)              (k)                     (l) 

Figure 2.2: (a) Pulsating voltage source cell (PVSC), (b) type I PVSC, (c) type II PVSC, 

(d) type III PVSC, (e) type IV PVSC, (f) type V PVSC, (g) type VI PVSC, 

(h) type VII PVSC, (i) type VIII PVSC, (j) type IX PVSC, (k) type X 

PVSC, (l) type XI PVSC. 
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2.3 PULSATING CURRENT SOURCE/SINK CELL MULTIPLE-INPUT CONVERTERS 

A pulsating current source cell MIC consists of parallel connected pulsating 

current source cells and a voltage buffer, as shown in Figure 2.3. The voltage buffer is 

needed for the pulsating current source cell MIC output cell to obtain a dc output voltage. 

A pulsating current source cell MIC generally requires N-1 inductor-current controls to 

simultaneously provide energy from each input, because the output voltage of a pulsating 

current source cell MIC can be determined by one input source. Consequently, other 

input cells must adjust their duty cycles to generate the same output voltage. This relation 

can be shown from the inputs-to-output voltage transfer ratio of a pulsating current 

source cell MI-Boost converter (Figure. 2.4): 
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where Vk and Dk are the kth input voltage and the kth duty cycle for k=1, …,N, 

respectively. 

Like the situation in all pulse-width modulation dc-dc converters[52], practical 

duty cycle limits, affect the allowed input-to-output voltage range. If a pulsating current 

source cell DI-Boost converter with a fixed voltage V1, and D1 and D2 are bounded in the 

range 0.05<Dj<0.85, then from (2.1), both sources can provide energy simultaneously 

when 0.158V1<V2<6.333V1. Thus, choices for input source voltage range are limited in 

order to achieve a given output voltage goal. 

It is notable that both pulsating current source cell and voltage buffer can sink or 

source a pulsating current, and therefore, pulsating current source cell and voltage buffer 

can be exchanged in a parallel connection. In other words, any pulsating current source 

cell can be placed into the output-cell-group and voltage buffer and load can be placed 
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into the input-cell-group. Due to the parallel connection among input cells, an input cell 

can supply energy to or extract energy from the voltage buffer in the output cell without 

affect the power flow direct of other input cells. A simple example is the pulsating 

current source cell MI-Boost converter in [45]. Therefore, pulsating current source cell 

MICs can be applied to both applications in Figure 1.4. 

 

Figure 2.3: A pulsating current source cell multiple-input converter structure. 

 

Figure 2.4: A pulsating current source cell multiple-input Boost converter. 

2.4 PULSATING VOLTAGE SOURCE/SINK CELL MULTIPLE-INPUT CONVERTERS 

Pulsating voltage source/sink cells in Figure 2.2 can be used as the input cells of a 

pulsating voltage source cell MIC. The input cells are connected to a current buffer to 

create a current source interface on the output stage, as represented by the circuit in 

Figure 2.5 (a). Pulsating voltage source cell MICs daisy-chains input cells, and each input 

cell has at least a switch in parallel to its corresponding cell output. The voltage buffer at 

the output stage is used to smooth the load voltage ripple, i.e. to have a dc output voltage. 

Consider the case that each cell in Figure 2.5 (a) has two complementary switches, such 

as pulsating voltage source cell MIC with type I pulsating voltage source/sink cells as its 

input cells (Figure 2.5 (b)), when the output parallel switch in pulsating voltage source 

cell#1 is turned on, one of the two switches in each input cell—either the input switch or 
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the output parallel switch—must conduct the same current than the output parallel switch 

in pulsating voltage source/sink cell#1 which is turned off to ensure a current loop for the 

output current buffer. That is, the same current flows through one of the two 

complementary switches in each input cell. Therefore, the input cell that provides the 

most current determines the current stresses of all switches. This characteristic implies 

that pulsating voltage source/sink cell MICs are not suitable for applications in which 

there is a large difference in input currents among input cells. Also notice that all the 

input cell currents have to flow in the same direction due to their cascade connection, that 

is, the sink or source operations of one input cell is dependent on other cells. The power 

flow dependency among input cells makes pulsating voltage source cell MIC infeasible in 

power routing interface application as that in Figure 1.4(b). However, pulsating voltage 

source cell MIC can be used in battery charge/discharge applications, such as that in 

Figure 1.4(a). 

   

         (a)                              (b) 

Figure 2.5: (a) A pulsating voltage source cell (PVSC) MIC structure, (b) a PVSC-MIC 

with type I PVSCs as input cells. 

2.5 MULTIPLE-WINDING MAGNETIC COUPLED MULTIPLE-INPUT CONVERTERS 

Two types of magnetic coupled components—transformer or coupled-inductor (a 

type of current buffer) are generally used in power electronics. An MIC that uses 

coupled-inductor to link input and output cells [53] is actually categorized as a time-
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sharing MIC. Multiple-winding magnetic coupled MIC, shown in Figure 2.6, uses 

transformer as a linkage between input and output cells. Pulsating voltage source/sink 

cells can be applied as the input/output cells of a multiple-winding magnetic coupled 

MIC with corresponded transformer windings. However, a transformer winding will be 

short circuited when the output-parallel-switch in the corresponding pulsating voltage 

source/sink cell is turned on. Hence, an additional voltage buffer may be required to 

connect in series with a pulsating voltage source/sink cell which has a switch in parallel 

with its output port. For instance, type I pulsating voltage source/sink cells and voltage 

buffers are associated with a transformer to form a multiple-winding magnetic coupled 

MIC in Figure 2.7. 

 

Figure 2.6: A multiple-winding magnetic coupled multiple-input converter structure. 

Pulsating voltages are applied to transformer windings with continuous currents, 

and power flow among cells is controlled by the pulsating voltage phase differences [22]. 

Consider an multiple-winding magnetic coupled DI converter with type VII pulsating 

current source cell, the power flow relations can be derived by applying the extended 

cantilever model[54] to the multiple-winding transformer as 
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       (2.2) 

Notice that Pαβ is the power flow from cell α to β,  fs is the converter switching 

frequency, φαβ is the phase shift (in radians) between winding voltages, V11', V22' and V33' 

in cell α and β, and Lαβ is the effective leakage inductance between windings α and β for 

α, β=1,2 and 3. According to (2), the power level in each cell is related to the mutual 

inductances and can be controlled with phase shifts. Besides the above example, bi-

directional power flow capability of multiple-winding magnetic coupled MIC can be 

explained by the magnetic circuit of its multiple-winding transformer, which is shown in 

Figure 2.8, where Nj is the turns on winding #j and Rc is the transformer reluctance. For a 

high permeability core, Rc≈0 and magnetomotive force (mmf) sources—Njij—are in 

parallel. This relation can also be mathematically represented as 

       .01111   mmnnnntotal iNiNiNiNmmf    (2.3) 

If a winding current amount or direction is changed, then the amounts of all other 

winding currents also change so that total mmf is maintained equal to zero. Bi-directional 

power flow capability of MWMC-MIC can be explained by the following example. 

Consider cell #1 is being placed as an input cell with cells #2 to #n to source power to 

output cells #(n+1) to #m in the first state, and cell #1 is then sink power from input cells 

#2 to #n in the second state. Then the winding voltage on cell #1 in this two states has a 

180 degree phase difference, but the voltage polarity of the DC voltage source/sink in cell 
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#1 can still be the same in these two states with intermediate VB and switches (or 

rectifiers) of PVSC. It is noteworthy that the sink and source conditions of cells #2 to #m 

can stay unchanged in these two states. 

Unlike general pulse-width modulation converters, the inputs-to-output voltage 

transfer ratio is not only related to control parameters, such as duty cycle and phase shift, 

but also related to circuit parameters—effective leakage inductances. Hence the 

maximum achievable power level is limited by practical transformer winding structure 

and coupling. Moreover, a large number of cells in a multiple-winding magnetic coupled 

MIC will lead to a complex converter model, a complex power flow management, and a 

lower converter power level due to poor coupling. 

 

Figure 2.7: A multiple-winding magnetic coupled multiple-input converter with type I 

pulsating voltage source/sink cells. 

 

Figure 2.8: Magnetic circuit of a multiple-winding transformer. 
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2.6 TIME-SHARING MULTIPLE-INPUT CONVERTERS 

Pulsating voltage source/sink cells can be used as both input and output cells in a 

time-sharing MIC and share the charging and discharging currents of a common current 

buffer. In other words, the output voltage levels of pulsating voltage source/sink cells are 

used to perform the voltage second balance of the common current buffer—an inductor.  

A general time-sharing MIC structure is shown in Figure 2.9. With a parallel connection 

structure, pulsating voltage source/sink cells that have single output-parallel-switches 

should proceed the simplification process shown in Figure 2.10, that is, to remove the 

output-parallel-switches to avoid short circuit on the common current buffer. Figure 2.10 

(a) is an infeasible time-sharing MIC with type I pulsating voltage source/sink cells and 

should be simplified to the feasible time-sharing MIC in Figure 2.10 (b). The input cells 

switches must allow the corresponding source to provide energy to the common current 

buffer and to block the possible energy transmission from one input cell to another. As 

implied by the name "time-sharing," each input switch conducts current in its own share 

of the switching period. This "time-sharing" concept can be represented by the inequality 

,1
1




N

k
keffD            (2.4) 

where Dkeff  is the effective duty cycle of input switch #k for k=1, 2, …N., which 

represents the current-conduction percentage over a period of input switch #k. Therefore, 

the maximum allowed duty cycle in each input switch decreases with increased number 

of input cells. Consequently, it has been suggested that time-sharing MICs have a 

practical maximum of 3 to 4 inputs. The possible power flow direction of time-sharing 

MIC will be investigated in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.9: A time-sharing multiple-input converter structure. 

   

      (a)          (b) 

Figure 2.10: (a) A time-sharing DI converter with type I pulsating voltage source/sink 

cells (PVSCs), (b) a simplified time-sharing DI converter with type I 

PVSCs. 
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Chapter 3:  Analysis and Improvement on Time-sharing Multiple-input 

Converters 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter proposes new switch combinations on the input legs of time-sharing 

MICs and a soft-switching isolated time-sharing MIC topology. In addition, bi-directional 

power flow capability of time-sharing MIC is explored. Higher inputs-to-output voltage 

transfer can be achieved in a time-sharing MIC by replacing its common output inductor 

to a coupled-inductor; some feasible isolated time-sharing MICs are shown in Figure 3.1. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, additional losses are introduced by energy transfer from the 

leakage inductance in the isolating coupled-inductor into the input switches in an isolated 

time-sharing MIC. Therefore, soft-switching techniques are required in order to minimize 

the additional switching losses and to reduce the switch voltage stresses for a high 

efficiency isolated time-sharing MIC. An active clamping technique in [38-40] is found 

to be feasible for the isolated time-sharing MICs in Figure 3.1 with new input switch 

combinations. These soft-switching isolated time-sharing MICs are shown in Figure 3.2, 

a capacitor Cac and a MOSFET Sac are used to provide a low loss path for the energy 

stored in Lr and to form an LC resonant loop with lower voltage stresses on switches. 

This is novel design, and represents one of the main contributions of this dissertation as 

in existing literature there are no previous studies about soft-switching techniques for 

time-sharing MICs. Without loss of generality, an isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC (I-TS-

DI-SEPIC) is used in order to explore the topics discussed in this chapter both 

analytically and experimentally, as well as to examine the converter performance. 
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         (a)                               (b) 

 

                  (c)  

Figure 3.1: Isolated time-sharing multiple-input converters: (a) multiple-input Flyback 

converter, (b) isolated multiple-input SEPIC, and (c) multiple-input isolated 

Cuk converter. 
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   (a) 

 

       (b) 

 

          (c) 

Figure 3.2: Isolated time-sharing multiple-input converters with active clamping legs: 

(a) time-sharing multiple-input Flyback converter, (b) isolated time-sharing 

multiple-input SEPIC, and (c) isolated time-sharing multiple-input Cuk 

converter. 
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3.2 INPUT SWITCH SELECTION AND DRIVING STRATEGIES 

A special feature of time-sharing MICs is the need of bi-directional blocking 

switches. Some possible choices of bi-directional blocking switches are shown in Figure 

3.3 which includes: 

 Bi-directional blocking switch type I: silicon controlled rectifier (SCR), 

 Bi-directional blocking switch type II: reverse-blocking (RB) IGBT [55], 

 Bi-directional blocking switch type III: a diode in series with an n-channel 

MOSFET, 

 Bi-directional blocking switch type IV: two n-channel MOSFETs in series, 

 Bi-directional blocking switch type V: an n-channel MOSFET in series with a p-

channel MOSFET. 

Among these options, utilizing SCRs might not be a proper solution for compact MIC 

design due to its slow transient response [56]. In conventional dc-dc converter 

applications, IGBTs do not operate in the reverse-blocking mode [57]. Consequently, the 

breakdown voltage rating is generally not specified in IGBT datasheets. For this reason, 

reverse blocking IGBTs like those used in matrix converters [55] should be considered 

here instead of conventional IGBTs. The input switch combination of a diode in series 

with a MOSFET is widely applied to time-sharing MICs [26-32] with the driving strategy 

shown in Figure 3.4 and with V1>…>Vk>…>VN for k=1,…,N, where Vk is the k-th input 

voltage. For example, Din2 in Figure 3.5 is used to block a voltage difference, V1-V2, in 

the second input leg when both S1 and S2 are turned on. In other words, a forward 

conduction and bidirectional blocking (FCBB) input switch will be necessary with this 

driving strategy. But the need of FCBB input switches limits the possibility of applying 

soft-switching techniques to time-sharing MICs. In addition, FCBB input switches (Bi-

directional blocking switch type I to type III), generally have higher conduction power 
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losses than the MOSFETs in series combinations (Bi-directional blocking switch type IV 

and type V). A conduction losses comparison of the possible input switch combinations is 

made with the nominal forward voltage and on resistance values of Shindengen 

S60SC6MT diode, Infineon IPP200N25N3, IPB049N06L3, SPB80P06P, MOSFETs and 

IGW50N60T IGBT in Figure 3.6. Notice that reverse blocking components, IPB049N06, 

SPB80P06, and S60SC6MT, with the same voltage rating are selected in the comparison. 

The result shows that IGBT might only be beneficial when its conduction current is high. 

In addition, the intrinsic FCBB characteristic makes IGBT being the last priority choice 

for a soft-switching time-sharing MIC. According to Figure 3.6, two MOSFETs in series 

give better conduction power dissipations in low power applications. Especially for 

distributed sources in modular arrangements, the sources usually provide a lower voltage 

than the dc distribution bus voltages, hence, components—such as MOSFETs—designed 

for low voltage applications seem to be a perfect fit here. Although bi-directional 

blocking switch type IV has the lowest conduction power dissipation, there may be 

concerns related with driver circuit cost because driving circuits of n-channel MOSFETs 

that applied to different input legs of a time-sharing MIC do not share a common 

grounding point. Therefore, additional isolated driver circuits, such as driving 

transformers or optocouplers, are required which may increase converter cost. However, 

if the voltage stresses on the reverse voltage blocking switches are low enough, it is 

possible to use low voltage rating p-channel MOSFETs on these switches and then 

reduce the isolated driver circuit cost while still maintaining MOSFETs cost advantages. 

An example of applying p-channel MOSFET on the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with 

an active clamping leg is shown in Figure 3.7; the driving signals are referred to the 

source terminals of p-channel MOSFETs. When the driving signals of S1 or S2 is at a 

"High level"—Von—in order to turn on S1 or S2, the gate-to-source voltage difference is 
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Von−Vbd, where Vbd is the body diodes forward voltage drop of S1B or S2B. Furthermore, if 

Si and SiB are turned on at the same time, then the gate-to-source voltage difference of Si 

is close to Von for i=1 and 2. Therefore, the proposed isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC 

with an active clamping leg and p-channel MOSFETs can have the same operation than 

with n-channel MOSFETs, while still having an inexpensive driving circuit.  

It is noteworthy that the driving strategy in Figure 3.4 cannot be applied to bi-

directional blocking switch type IV and type V for time-sharing MICs because 

MOSFETs cannot provide the reverse-biased function when plural input legs are turned 

on at a time. Therefore, when MOSFETs in series are used as input switches, input legs 

must be turned on one by one with the alternative driving strategy shown in Figure 3.8 in 

order to avoid possible circulating currents among inputs. Since switches conduct 

sequentially during a full conduction period, this converter is said to have a time sharing 

driving strategy. Furthermore, another important advantage of the presented strategy in 

Figure 3.8 is that input voltages of time-sharing MICs are no longer required to have 

different values for providing energy from sources to the common dc distribution system 

bus in a switching period. 

 

    (a)         (b)             (c)            (d)               (e) 

Figure 3.3: Possible bidirectional blocking switch combinations: (a) SCR, (b) IGBT, (c) 

Diode in series with an n-channel MOSFET, (d) two n-channel MOSFETs 

in series, and (e) an n-channel MOSFET in series with a p-channel 

MOSFET. 
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Figure 3.4: Driving signals for time-sharing multiple-input converters with a diode in 

series with a MOSFET on each input switching leg. 

 

Figure 3.5: Time-sharing DI SEPIC with a diode in series with a MOSFET on each 

input switching leg. 

 

Figure 3.6: Power dissipation comparison among possible input switch combinations. 
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Figure 3.7: A proposed soft-switching isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC. 

 

Figure 3.8: Driving signals for time-sharing multiple-input converters with two 

MOSFETs in series on each input switching leg. 

3.3 SOFT-SWITCHING ISOLATED TIME-SHARING MULTIPLE-INPUT CONVERTERS 

As depicted in Figure 1.3, the energy stored in the leakage inductance of the 

coupled-inductor remains on the input side while input switches are turned off. The same 

coupled-inductor operation stays true for all three explored isolated time-sharing MICs in 

Figure 3.1. Hence, an isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping leg is 

analyzed in this section without loss of generality, and the analytical methodology can be 

applied to all three isolated time-sharing MICs. The analysis model, key waveforms, and 

related operational states of an isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping 

leg are shown in Figures 3.9 to 3.11 with Vin2 > Vin1. Although it is not necessary to have 

a voltage difference between input voltages with the proposed driving strategy in Figure 

3.8, different input voltages were selected here in order to show more clearly the 

operations of the reverse voltage blocking switches, S1B and S2B. By considering an 
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isolated SEPIC, the difference between the active clamping technique applied to single 

input and multiple-input converters is shown next. 

 

Figure 3.9: Analysis model of an isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active 

clamping leg. 

 

Figure 3.10: Soft-switching isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC key waveforms with 

Vin1<Vin2. 
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       (a) 

 

        (b) 

 

       (c) 

 

       (d) 

Figure 3.11: Operations of an isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping 

leg: (a) State 1, (b) State 2, (c) State 3, and (d) State 4. 
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       (e) 

 
       (f) 

Figure 3.11, cont.: Operations of an isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active 

clamping leg: (e) State 5 and (f) State 6. 

3.3.1 Operational Analysis 

As can be seen in Figure 3.9, each MOSFET is modeled by a parasitic capacitor 

in parallel with an ideal switch and body diode. Notice that Sac is turned off and does not 

conduct any current in States 1 and 2 (t0<t<t2) (Figure 3.11 (a) and (b)). Hence the circuit 

operations are exactly the same as the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC without an active 

clamping leg inserted—i.e., L1, L2, Lm, and Lr are energized through the first input leg and 

the second input leg in States 1 and 2, respectively. In state 3 (t2<t<t3) (Figure 3.11 (c)), 

the parasitic capacitors of the input switches and Sac start to be charged by the leakage 

inductor current, iLr, and input inductor currents, iL1 and iL2. If the parasitic capacitors of 

Si and SiB are defined as Cpi and CpiB for i=1 and 2, and Cpac is defined as the parasitic 

capacitor of Sac, then the parasitic capacitor voltages in this state can be represented as 
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where τ= t2 for State 3, iSi is the current flow through Si for i=1, 2 or ac, 

vCp1(t2)=vCs1−vCs2, vCp2(t2)=0, and vCpac(t2)=−vCs2. With relatively large values of Cs1, Cs2, 

and Cac, currents in legs are related to their own parasitic capacitors, which can be 

represented as 
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    (3.2) 

where iP(t)=iL1(t)+iL2(t)+iLr(t) is defined as the primary current and 

Cpeq_State3=Cp1//Cp1B+Cp2+Cpac. It is noteworthy that Cp2B is not charged in State 3 because 

the initial voltage value on the second input leg—V20(t2)— equals zero and iS2 flows 

through the body diode of S2B instead of Cp2B. In addition, Cp1B might be charged to a 

zero voltage before t3 and then iS1 flows through the body diode of S1B. In this case, the 

current relationship of iS1, iS2, and iSac becomes iS1:iS2: iSac =Cp1:Cp2:Cpac after VCp1B 

reaches zero. With a vCs2+vCac voltage being applied to Cpac, the body diode of Sac starts 

to be forward-biased so the operational state transitions from State 3 to State 4 (Figure 

3.11 (d)), where vCac is the active clamping capacitor voltage. In State 4, Cac can be 

charged through the body diode or the switch of Sac, and the magnetizing inductor 

voltage, vLm, equals nvCout—where n=N1:N2 is the coupled-inductor turns ratio and vCout is 

the output capacitor (Cout) voltage—and the energy in Lm begins to be transferred to the 

output stage. The resonant operation in State 4 can be equivalent to an LC resonant 
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circuit with two current sources, iL1 and iL2, and a voltage source, nvCout, shown in Figure 

3.12. 

 

Figure 3.12: The equivalent LC resonant circuit in State 4. 

The equivalent resonant circuit variables—iLr and vCac—can be obtained by 

solving (3.3) with initial conditions iLr(t3) and vCac(t3). Simplified solutions are shown in 

(3.4) by assuming iL1, iL2, and vCout to be constants. 
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   (3.4) 

where ω=(LrCac)
−0.5

, Z=(Lr/Cac)
0.5

, and iLr(t3) is equal to the maximum point of iLm in 

steady state. It is noteworthy that Sac must be turned on before iLr becomes zero to ensure 

the resonant loop of Lr and Cac is formed, and State 4 ends when Sac is turned off. If the 

final current conditions, iL1(t4), iL2(t4), and iLr(t4), in State 4 make the primary current 

iP(t4) < 0, then, based on (1) and (2), iP(t4) discharges the energy stored in Cp1, Cp2, and 

Cpac in State 5 (Figure 3.11 (e)). In order to prevent an undesired negative voltage, S1B 

should be turned on before Cp1 and Cp2 are completely discharged. If Cp1B>>Cp1, the 
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voltage across S1B can be considered as the voltage drop of its body diode in State 5. 

Thus, there are almost no switching losses when S1B is turned on in this state. Equation 

(1) with τ= t4 can be applied to determine how the voltages in the parasitic capacitors 

decrease, because the operation in State 5 is similar to that in State 3 but with a negative 

iP, i.e. a negative iS2. Therefore, in State 5 the discharge current on the second input leg 

flows through Cp2B and Cp2, which differs from the charge current path in State 3: the 

body diode of S2B and Cp2. Hence, the current relationship among input and active 

clamping legs in State 5 is different from that in State 3, i.e. iS1:iS2:iSac =Cp1:Cp2//Cp2B:Cpac 

in State 5 with the assumption of S1B being turned on at t=t4. 

In State 6 (Figure 3.11 (f)), the body diode of S1 is forward biased so it provides a 

path for a negative iP. Then, S1 must be turned on before iS1 becomes positive in order to 

avoid switching losses and an undesired resonant voltage on S1. State 6 ends when iDout 

drops to zero, that is, iLr equals iLm, at t=t6. At the end of State 6, Lm starts to be 

energized. Thus, in steady state iLm(t6) is the minimum point of iLm—iLm,min. Therefore, the 

duration of State 6, td6=t6-t5, can be derived from the differential equation of Lr, which is, 
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3.3.2 Soft-switching Conditions 

According to the analysis of soft-switching isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC, ZVS 

can be achieved on both S1 and Sac. ZVS on active clamping leg can be achieved if Sac is 

turned on after (Cp1+Cp1B), Cp2, and Cpac have a voltage rise of vCs2+vCac. That is, the 

following condition should be achieved 
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where tdac,min is the minimum dead-time between S2 and Sac, and the assumption of 

ip(t2)=ip(t3) is made. In addition to tdac, min, Sac should be turned on before iP become 

negative to ensure a desired LC resonant loop, which is 
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where tdac,max is the maximum dead-time between S2 and Sac. Hence, with a relatively 

small Lr, nvCout equals vCac and tdac,max equals [cos
-1

(1/ip(t3)]/ω. 

As indicated in the operational analysis, two conditions—iP(t4) is less than zero 

and S1 is turned on after vCp1 is discharged to zero—are required for ZVS on the first-

turned-on input leg. The minimum ZVS dead-time between Sac and S1, td1,min, can be 

expressed as 
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where Cpeq_State5=Cp1+Cp2//Cp2B+Cpac. Once Sac is turned off and the first input leg starts to 

conduct current, iL1, iL2, and iLr rise with slopes of Vin1/L1, (Vin2-vCs2+vCs1)/L2, and 

(vCs1+nvCout)/Lr. The information about the value of the rising slopes are essential to 

determine the timing that iS1 turns into a positive value, because iS1 is a total current of 

iL1, iL2, and iLr in State 6 and S1 must be turned on before iS1 becomes positive. Therefore, 

the maximum ZVS dead-time between Sac and S1, td1,max, can be expressed as 
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and then the range of td1 for ZVS on S1 can be defined by (3.8) and (3.9). 

3.3.3 Design Considerations 

One purpose of applying an active clamping leg to an isolated time-sharing MIC 

is to reduce the switching losses and then improve the converter efficiency. However, the 

active clamping technique that applied to the time-sharing MIC is only designed for ZVS 

on the first-turned-on input leg. Therefore, the analysis of switch transient of each input 

leg is critical, especially when cost is one of the converter design factors. In addition, the 

inputs-to-output voltage relationship and the component stresses of the active clamping 

leg are also important for the isolated time-sharing MICs design. 

3.3.3.1 Effect of the soft-switching technique 

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, an active clamping leg can effectively reduce the 

turn-on switching losses on the first-turned-on input leg in a switching period. But, 

importantly, the turn-on switching losses on other input legs can also be reduced, which 

can be explained by further exploring State 5 in a soft-switching isolated time-sharing DI 

SEPIC in Figure 3.11 (e). The total voltage of S1 and S1B (V10) drops from vCs1+vCac to 

zero. According to (3.1), the same voltage drop on S2 and S2B (V20) holds at the same 

time. Hence, V20 equals vCs2−vCs1 at the end of State 5, and this voltage remains the same 

until S2 and S2B are turned on. In other words, the following amount of energy 
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that was stored in Cp1, Cp1B, and Cp2 is transferred to Lr instead of being dissipated in the 

input switches. Thus, the switching losses on S2 and S2B are also reduced. Equation (3.10) 

is also true for an isolated time-sharing DI-SEPIC with an active clamping leg by 
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redefining i=1,2,...N. Therefore, plural active clamping legs might not be necessary for 

efficiency improvement of a time-sharing MIC. In addition, a time-sharing MIC with an 

active clamping leg could be a better solution as an interface of a system with multiple 

sources compared to multiple single-input converters with active clamping legs in terms 

of cost and efficiency. 

3.3.3.2 Resonant parameter selections 

As can be seem from (3.4) and the relevant discussion in the ZVS conditions 

discussion in Section 3.3.1, the capacitor discharge current in State 5, |ip(t4)|, is 

maximized when the duration of State 4, t4-t3, is equal to a quarter of the Lr-Cac resonant 

period, that is,  
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The effect of the active clamping leg can only be maximized with a |ip(t4)|max—fastest 

capacitor discharge rate and a wider td1 range, therefore, the resonant parameters, the 

coupled-inductor turns ratio, and the duration of State 4 should be optimized to achieve 

|ip(t4)|max at rated output voltage. First, from (3.11), the product of Lr and Cac can be 

determined by a selected duration of State 4. Second, the coupled-inductor leakage 

inductance for ZVS on S1 can be derived from (3.8) by setting td1,min to a quarter of the Lr-

Cpeq_State5 resonant period, that is, 
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where the resonant period of Lr and Cpeq_State5 is 2π(LrCpeq_State5 )
0.5

. Then, the 

corresponding Cac value can be determined by the |ip(t4)|max condition. Notice that the 

above Lr selection is based on the assumption of Lm>>Lr. Furthermore, (3.12) can also be 

used to determine the ZVS range in different input current conditions, i.e. different output 

load. 

3.3.3.3 Inputs-to-output voltage relationship 

The inputs-to-output voltage relationship can be derived from the voltage-second 

balance of Lm. It is notable that iLm equals iLr when Dout does not conduct any current. 

That is, vLm can be derived from dividing the voltage on the input side of the coupled-

inductor by the impedance of Lm and Lr. With this voltage divider calculation, vLm equals 

(−vCs1Lm)/(Lm+Lr) in State 1 and (−vCs2Lm)/(Lm+Lr) in State 2, respectively. In other states, 

Dout conducts current and vLm=nvCout. Thus, the voltage-second balance of Lm can be 

represented as 
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when assuming relatively short charging and discharging time in the parasitic capacitors. 

With the definition of D1effT=t1-t0 and D2T=t2-t1, vCout can be expressed as 
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With a relatively small leakage inductance, i.e. Lr<<Lm, the inputs-to-output voltage 

relationship can be expressed as 
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Notice that the assumption of D1eff=D1—the duty cycle of S1—is made and the equivalent 

point of vCs1 and vCs2 in an ideal isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC [29] is used in (3.15). 

3.3.3.4 Component stresses 

Based on the analysis in Section 3.3.1 and in order to assist isolated time-sharing 

DI SEPIC design and component selection, Table 3.1 lists key circuit component stresses 

for the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping leg. In this table it is 

assumed that Lr<<Lm. Thus, it is possible to apply the average values of iL1, iL2, iLm, Cs1, 

and Cs2 in [22] found in an ideal isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC. In addition, |ip(t4)|max—

worst primary current—is used to determine the current stresses of Cac, Sac, and Dout. The 

voltage balance of Lm and Lr is used to determine the voltage stresses of Cac, Sac, and Dout. 

The voltage balance of Lm is used to determine the voltage stress for Cac. 

Notice that the average and maximum inductor currents are also listed in Table 

3.1 because they are critical to the inductors selection. This table can also be used to 

study power budgeting between input cells by using iL1,avg and iL2,avg in Table 3.1. If a 

high enough switching frequency and large equivalent inductance, Leq is assumed, both 

input currents are related by iL1,avg:iL2,avg=D1B:D2. Still, as [29, 58] show, power budgeting 

complexities are not necessarily observed unless a large number of inputs are used. 
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Circuit 

components 
Voltage stresses Current stresses

a
 

L1 -- 

iL1,avg={D1BvCout/[n(1-D1B-D2)R]}-

D1BD2Vin2/(2Leqfsw) 

iL1,max=iL1,avg+VCac,avg(1-D1B-

D2)/(2L1fsw) 

L2 -- 

iL2,avg={D2vCout/[n(1-D1B-

D2)R]}+D1BD2Vin1/(2Leqfsw) 

iL2,max=iL2,avg+VCac,avg(1-D1B-

D2)/(2L2fsw) 

Lm -- 

iLm,avg=vCout/(nR) 

iLm,max=iLm,avg+ [(1-D1B-D2) 

nVCaut,avg ]/(2Lmfsw) 

Cs1 Vin1 
iCs1,rms={[(iL2,avg+iLm,avg)D1]

2
+ [iL1,avg(1-

D1)]
2
}

0.5 b
 

Cs2 Vin2 
iCs2,rms={ [iL2,avg(1-

D2)]
2
+[(iL1,avg+iLm,avg)D2]

2
}

0.5 b
 

Cac (Vin1D1B+Vin2D2)/(1-D1B-D2)     4

3

2
,2,1,

t
t LravgLavgLswrmsCac dttiiifi  

b
 

Cout 
[Lm(Vin1D1eff+Vin2D2)]/[n(Lr+Lm)(1

-D1eff-D2)] 

iCout,rms={(D1+D2)
2
+[(D1+D2)/(1-D1-

D2)]
2
}

0.5
vCout/R 

S1 VS1,max=Vin1+vCac iS1,max=iL1,avg+iL2,avg+iLm,avg 
b
 

S1B |VS1B,max|=Vin2- Vin1 
c
 iS1B,max=iL1,avg+iL2,avg+iLm,avg 

b
 

S2 VS2,max=Vin2+vCac iS2,max= iL1,avg+iL2,avg+iLm,avg 
b
 

S2B 
|VS1B,max|=(Vin1+vCac)Cp2/(Cp2+Cp2

B) 
c
 

iS2B,max= iL1,avg+iL2,avg+iLm,avg 
b
 

Sac VS1,max=Vin2+vCac 
c
 iSac,max= (nvCout-vCac)/Z 

b
 

Dout 
|VDout,max|=vCout+LmVin2/[n(Lm+Lr)] 
c
 

iDout,max=n{iL1,avg+iL2,avg+iLm,avg-(nvCout-

vCac)/Z} 
b
 

a. Leq=L1//L2//Lm and fsw is the converter switching frequency. 

b. Based on zero current ripple assumption on iL1, iL2, and iLm. 

c. Based on Vin1<Vin2 assumption on iL1, iL2, and iLm. 

Table 3.1: Component stresses of an isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC. 
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3.4 BI-DIRECTIONAL TIME-SHARING MULTIPLE-INPUT CONVERTER 

FCBB switches in input cells of time-sharing MICs are used to increase the 

common stage components and reduce the total component numbers. A benefit of using 

FCBB or bi-directional blocking switches is that although time-sharing MICs have the 

same parallel-connection structure as pulsating current source cell MICs (as discussed in 

Chapter 2), time-sharing MICs provide more flexibility on input sources voltage level 

selection than pulsating current source cell MICs due to the bi-directional blocking 

switches in input/output cells. However, FCBBs prevent bi-directional current flow, 

which means that bi-directional time-sharing MICs is not achievable with FCBB 

switches. As indicated in [29], FCBB switches, such as IGBTs or SCRs, are suitable for 

high power applications. For low power applications, a diode in series with a MOSFET 

or two MOSFETs with back to back connection are generally utilized as input switches. 

However, FCBB switches are not required in time-sharing MICs with a proper driving 

strategy [29], thus, allowing bi-directional current flow. This is the reason why time-

sharing MICs are also capable of bi-directional power flow. Bi-directional power flow 

capability of time-sharing MICs can be explained by the voltage balance of the common 

CB in a time-sharing MIC structure in Figure 2.9, that is 

       ,01111   LmmnLnLnnL VDVDVDVD      (3.16) 

where Dj is the duty cycle of cell j and VLj is the inductor voltage when cell j conducting 

current for j=1,...,m. Notice that the charging voltages (VL1 to VLn) and discharging 

voltages (VL(n+1) to VLm) have opposite signs. Therefore, a cell in a time-sharing MIC 

cannot move freely between input-cell-group and output-cell-group, because of the 

limitation of inductor voltage balance. For example, if input source #2 in Figure 2.10(b) 

becomes a load, then V2 will change from a positive voltage to a negative voltage 
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Bi-directional operation of time-sharing MIC is demonstrated with a time-sharing 

DI SEPIC shown in Figure 3. 13 as an example of a time-sharing MIC, where Qi for i=1, 

2, and 3 represents sources or loads. When Qi is a load, then Qi is a capacitor (Ci) in 

parallel with a load resistor Ri. Otherwise, Qi is a dc voltage source Vi. With driving 

signals in Figure 3. 14, VL, VL1, and VL2, are determined by the switches on an 

input/output leg at a time. Their dynamic equations can be represented as 
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where qi represents the driving function of Si and SiB. When Si and SiB are turned on, qi=1, 

otherwise, qi=0. The dynamic equations of vCs1 and vCs2 can be found as 

    1121
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C     (3.18) 
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The above dynamic equations are independent to the source/load condition of Qi. By 

assuming a zero inductor current ripple, the average voltage of Cs1 and Cs2 and the 

voltage relation among V1, V2, and V3 can be found by (3.17) and they are  
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.     (3.20) 

where Di is the duty cycle of switches Si and SiB and D3=1−D1−D2. 
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Figure 3.13: A time-sharing DI SEPIC converter. 

 

Figure 3.14: Driving signals for the bi-directional time-sharing DI SEPIC converter. 

Define discharge mode to be the condition when Q1 and Q2 are voltage sources and Q3 is 

a load and charge mode to be the condition when Q1 and Q2 are loads and Q3 is a voltage 

source. The dynamic equations of the load capacitors in the discharge and charge modes 

are shown as follows 

 Discharge mode: 

 ,2133
3

3 LLL iiiqi
dt

dv
C      (3.21) 

where i3 is defined as the current flow through the load R3 in discharge mode and the 

source Q3 in charge mode. Current i3 equals V3/R3 in discharge mode.  
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 Charge mode: 
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Discharge mode operation and average circuit variable values of a time-sharing 

DI SEPIC are well discussed in [28]. The average values of inductor currents in discharge 

mode can be represented as 
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    (3.24) 

where Le=L//L1//L2 and T is the switching period of time-sharing DI SEPIC. 

The voltage transfer ratio and average input currents in discharge mode can be 

found in (3.20) and (3.24), respectively. These relations are essential for the close loop 

controls－both voltage and current loop controls. Although the voltage relationship in 

(3.20) is valid for both charge and discharge mode, V1 and V2 are variables in charge 

mode. Hence, additional equations are required for deriving explicit form of voltage 

transfer ratios of V1/V3 and V2/V3. Average inductor currents iL1 and iL2 can be found from 

(3.22) and (3.23) to be −V1/R1 and −V2/R2, respectively. If a lossless converter and V3> 0 

are assumed for the time-sharing DI SEPIC, then the output current, i3, in (3.24) can be 

rewritten as 
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By using (3.24), (3.25), and iL1,avg=−V1/R1 and iL2,avg=−V2/R2, the voltage relations of V1 

to V3 and V2 to V3 can be solved as 
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Equation (3.26) is also illustrated in Figure 3.15 with control variables D1 and D2. It is 

noteworthy that V1 decreases as D2 increases and that V1 is a convex function with respect 

to D1 with a fixed D2, while V2 decreases on D1 as D1 increases and that V2 is a convex 

function with respect to D2 with a fixed D1. For the purpose of using a simpler controller 

to the time-sharing DI SEPIC (For instance, increase in duty cycle results in a monotonic 

decrease of output voltage.), the information of the maximum points of V1 with a fixed D2 

and V2 with a fixed D1 are important in the design stage. By partially differentiating V1 

and V2, the maximum points can be found as 
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(a)                               (b)  

Figure 3.15: Relationship between voltage transfer ratio and duty cycles (D1 and D2 in 

the figure are ranges from 5% to 40%). 

3.5 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS 

Prototypes of isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC and time-sharing DI SEPIC were 

built for experimental verification of the analysis in: 1. input switch selection, 2. soft-

switching isolated time-sharing MIC 3. bi-directional power flow capability. Initially, an 

isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC—with component named in Figure 1.3— is simulated 

with Vin1=55.5V, Vin2=25V, D1=31.1%, D2=32.4%, Lm=25μH, L1=L2=330μH, n=0.471, 

Cs1=Cs2=17.6μF, Cout=560μF, T=12.5μS, and R=101Ω. The simulated driving signals 

and input currents are shown in Figure 3.16(a). The experimental results using the same 

parameters than those used in the simulation are presented in Figure 3.16(b) with Delta 

Electronics PFCV-HP7354 as L1 and L2, and Ferrite core PQ3235 with interleaved 

windings as TX1 with Lr=500nH. The experimental setup for the isolated time-sharing DI 

SEPIC is shown in Figure 3.17. Both Figures 3.16 (a) and (b) display very similar 

waveforms except for small differences caused by circuit internal losses not represented 

in the simulation models. An efficiency comparison among different input switch 

combinations is conducted in Figure 3.18 with Rout=115.2Ω and the same components 

than in Figure 3.6. As discussed in Section 3.2, the converter efficiency is relatively low 
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when IGBTs are utilized as input switches. Due to lower conduction losses, two 

MOSFETs in series provide better efficiency when compare to a MOSFET in series with 

a diode. Moreover, an active clamping leg is inserted to the isolated time-sharing DI 

prototype with Cac=2.2F and IXYS CORPORATION IXTH110N25T as Sac, which is 

equivalent to Figure 3.9, for efficiency evaluations. The result shows that it is possible for 

an isolated time-sharing DI to achieve over 92% efficiency with two MOSFETs in series 

as the input switches’ choice. 

 

       (a) 

 

       (b) 

Figure 3.16: Input currents and driving signals for an isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC: (a) 

simulation result, (b) experiment result. 
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Figure 3.17: Experimental setup for the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC. 

 

 

Figure 3.18: Efficiency comparison among different input switch combinations. 

Prototypes of isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping leg were 

also built with split-phase output stages to demonstrate the performance of proposed 

topologies on a split-phase—i.e. double-polarity—configuration dc distribution system 

[59]. Bi-directional blocking switch type IV are utilized as input switches in one 
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prototype while bi-directional blocking switch type V are utilized as input switches in the 

other prototype. The power stage of the two prototypes are shown in Figure 3.19, where 

IXYS CORPORATION IXTH110N25T (VDSS=250V, ID=110A, RDS(on),max=0.055Ω, and 

Coss=850pF) were utilized for S1, S2, and Sac, Delta Electronics PFCV-HP7354 (320μH) 

for L1 and L2, a ferrite core PQ3235 (Ae=1.537cm
2
 and Ve=12.542cm

3
) for the coupled-

inductor with Lm=41µH, Lr=500nH, and Np:Ns1:Ns2=8:24:24, CREE C3D10060G 

(VRRM=600V, IF(AVG)=10A, and Qc=25nC) for Dout and Dout1. Interleaved winding 

structure in Figure 3.20 (a) is applied to the coupled-inductor to minimize the leakage 

inductance. Particularly, Infineon IPP075N15N3 (VDS=150V, ID=100A, 

RDS(on),max=7.2mΩ, and Coss=638pF) and International Rectifier IRF5210PBF (VDS=-

100V, ID=40A, RDS(on),max=60mΩ, and Coss=790pF) were used for S1B and S2B in 

prototypes with bi-directional blocking switch type IV and type V, respectively. It is 

noteworthy that the grounding of driving signals for each legs are separated in Figure 

3.19 (a), and p-MOSFET is not applied to Sac because the voltage stress on Sac will be 

higher than nVCout + max(Vin1,Vin2), which might easily over general p-channel MOSFET 

voltage stress specification in the dc distribution system applications. Figure 3.21 shows 

the driving signals for the prototypes; negative voltages are used to turn on p-channel 

MOSFETs when BSS type V is applied. Unlike using BSS type IV, S1 and S2 should be 

turned off before S1B and S2B are turned off to ensure the MOSFETs gate-to-source 

charges are clearly discharged through p-channel MOSFETs. Driving signals S1B is at 

high voltage level (at low voltage level for p-channel MOSFETs) right after Sac is turned 

off in order to prevent an undesired negative voltage. Dead-times between Sac-S1 and S2-

Sac are preserved for the possible ZVSs. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.19: Prototypes of isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC converter with an active 

clamping leg: (a) n-channel MOSFETs in series as input switches, (b) n-

channel MOSFETs and p-channel MOSFETs in series as input switches. 
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Figure 3.20: Coupled-inductor winding structures. 

Efficiency comparison is made in Figure 3.22 among the prototypes with 

Vin1=41V, Vin2=46V, D1B=30%, D1=29%, D2=25%, and Dac=38%, where 

Vout=VCout+VCout3=300V at 150W output power. Isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with a 

0.01μF snubber capacitor on each input leg—used to maintain the voltage stress at the 

same level with that of the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping leg—

yields the worst efficiency result while the isolated time-sharing DI with n-channel 

MOSFETs in series give the best efficiency result. It is noteworthy that in order to avoid 

core saturation in the coupled-inductor, its maximum magnetic flux density, Bmax, is set to 

be 0.25 T which is found from 
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   (3.28) 

With the parameters and conditions of the prototypes, the rated output power is then 

calculated as 234.6W. The comparison results show that the isolated time-sharing DI 

SEPIC with the active clamping technique improves efficiency by about 8% with a 100W 

output power and more than 3% with a 200W output power in the split-phase output 
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stage configuration. Moreover, an added benefit of the active clamping circuit is that 

efficiency with this approach is approximately constant for a wide range of loads. A 

power dissipation estimation of MOSFETs according to the analysis in Section 3.3.1 is 

represented here through Figure 3.23. The estimation shows that the isolated time-sharing 

DI SEPIC efficiency difference between applying BSS type IV and V to input legs is 

mainly due to conduction losses of the p-channel MOSFETs. In addition, the larger input 

capacitance of the p-channel MOSFETs results in higher switching losses. When 0.01uF 

capacitors are applied to the input legs, the switching losses of MOSFETs are greatly 

increased and are almost independent of the output power. Therefore, a larger efficiency 

difference between the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping leg and 

capacitor snubbers can be observed in low to middle output power range. 

Figure 3.24 illustrates the effect that the input voltage difference has on turn-on 

switching losses for the second input leg when considering a fixed output power of 

200W. The curves in this figure represent the percentage ratio of turn-on switching losses 

to the total power dissipation. It is shown, that when the input voltage difference 

increases, with an active clamping leg the turn-on switching losses on the second input 

leg are maintained at a low percentage while losses with the snubber increase more 

rapidly and represent a higher percentage of the losses. Hence, when compared with the 

isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with snubber, the proposed active-clamping technique 

effectively reduces the turn-on switching losses on the second input leg even with large 

input voltage differences. 

Voltages vCac, vCout, and the voltage stress of Dout are shown in Figure 3.25. From 

Table 3.1, vCac and vCout are calculated to be 53V and 151V, respectively, which are close 

to the measured values. In addition, the ideal Dout voltage stress is calculated as 

VDout,max=287V, which is close to the measurement when excluding the ringing 
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overvoltage. Notice that with a parasitic capacitance of Dout, the Dout voltage stress can go 

up to 2VDout,max. Therefore, a diode that has voltage rating higher than 3VDout,max is 

generally suggested as Dout. 

A voltage stress comparison is made with Pout=120W between the prototype with 

bi-directional blocking switch type IV as input switches with and without an active 

clamping leg in Figure 3.26. Results show that the input switches voltage stresses of the 

isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with the active clamping leg are much lower than the 

isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC without applying any soft-switching technique. 

Sandwiched winding structure is used to increase the coupled-inductor leakage 

inductance to show the effect of the leakage inductance on the input switch current. As 

shown in Figure 3.27, higher leakage inductance—lower iLr at the end of State 5—results 

in a longer period of State 6. ZVS of S1 and Sac can be achieved with the sandwiched 

winding structure, which are shown in Figure 3.28 with 12W and 60W output powers. It 

is notable that the durations of both VSac=0 and Sac=0 are long, which means that ZVS can 

easily be achieved on Sac. 

Finally, bi-directional power flow capability of time-sharing MIC is examined 

through a time-sharing DI SEPIC prototype—equivalent to that in Figure 3.13 with single 

output port V3— with its output rectifier replaced by a synchronous rectifier (SR) 

MOSFET (IXTH110N25T). The converter is operated with fixed input voltages V1=15V, 

V2=20V, and driving signals shown in Figure 3.29 (a). Both duty cycles D1 and D2 are 

used to regulate the output voltage, V3, to 45V with a 50Ω load resistor. Bi-directional 

power flow capability is examined by applying a 45.5V dc voltage source at V3 to force 

the converter transfers from discharge-mode to charge-mode. The transient responses 

from discharge-mode to charge-mode and from charge-mode to discharge-mode are 

shown in Figure 3.29 (b) and (c). Noteworthy, channel 1 in Fig 3.29 (b) and (c) is the 
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supply current from the applied 45.5V dc voltage source. As can be seen in Figure 3.29, 

the time-sharing DI SEPIC can change its state between discharge-mode and charge-

mode in less than 1mS. When the transient occurs, both input currents simultaneously 

change their directions confirming bi-directional power flow capability of time-sharing 

MIC. 

 

  

       (a)           (b) 

 

       (c) 

Figure 3.21: Driving signals for isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping 

leg: (a) driving signals for n-channel MOSFETs in series as input switches, 

(b) and (c) driving signals for n-channel MOSFETs and p-channel 

MOSFETs in series as input switches. 
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Figure 3.22: The efficiencies of isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with split-phase output 

stage. 

 

     (a) 

 

     (b) 

Figure 3.23: MOSFETs power dissipation estimations: (a) conduction losses and (b) 

switching losses. 
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Figure 3.24: Turn-on switching losses estimation of the second input leg. 

 

Figure 3.25: Key voltage waveforms of the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an 

active clamping leg. 
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Figure 3.26: Input switches voltage stresses of isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with 

Pout=120W: left-hand side: with an active clamping leg and right-hand side: 

without any active clamping leg. 

  

Figure 3.27: Leakage inductor effect at Pout=120W: left-hand side: Lr=0.5μH—

interleaved winding structure and right-hand side: Lr=1.4μH—sandwiched 

winding structure. 
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Figure 3.28: Zero-voltage-switching of isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active 

clamping leg: left-hand side: at 12W output power and right-hand side: at 

60W output power. 
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(a)                                 (b) 

 

      (c) 

Figure 3.29: Key waveforms of a bi-directional time-sharing DI SEPIC converter: (a) 

driving signals, (b) transient: discharge to charge mode, and (c) transient: 

charge to discharge mode. 
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Chapter 4:  Synthesize and Analysis of Push-pull Connected Multiple-input 

Converters 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the composition and principles to synthesize the push-pull 

connected MIC family is explored. An operational analysis of a push-pull connected DI-

Boost converter is made for further understand the characteristic of push-pull connected 

MIC. Real PV modules are connected to the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter to 

examine the performance of push-pull connected MIC in DG applications. 

4.2 SYNTHESIZE TO PUSH-PULL CONNECTED MULTIPLE-INPUT CONVERTERS 

The basic idea of synthesis push-pull connected MICs is to have higher inputs-to-

output voltage transfer ratio through a voltage doubler output stage, shown in Figure 4.1 

(a). When a square-wave with maximum voltage VA and minimum voltage -VB is applied 

to the voltage doubler circuit, the output voltage can be represented as 

BACCout VVvvV  21      (4.1) 

If VA equals VB, then the output voltage becomes double the input maximum voltage. 

Figure 4. 1 (b) illustrates how to generate a square waveform at nodes 1 and 2 to form a 

desired V12 waveform. Two separate non-negative square waveforms are generated at 

nodes 1 and 2 with respect to the grounding. Their difference voltage, V12, will then be a 

square waveform which contains positive and negative voltage levels. 
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              (a)        (b) 

Figure 4.1: Voltage doubler circuit and input waveforms. 

4.3 Principles of Synthesizing Push-pull Connected Multiple-input Converters 

The key to synthesize push-pull connected MIC is to find suitable input cells that 

can provide the required input waveform and current loops for the voltage doubler circuit. 

Also, input cells should have the ability to adjust the input voltage levels of the voltage 

doubler circuit with the given input source voltages. Based on these concepts, two rules 

for synthesizing push-pull connected MIC can be summarized as follows: 

Rule 1—Voltage-second balance of inductors should be utilized to adjust input voltages 

for the voltage doubler circuit: The output voltage dc level can only be changed if 

the input voltage level of the voltage doubler circuit is changed. Although it is 

possible to generate a square waveform from bridge connected switches, such as 

type I pulsating voltage source/sink cell in Figure 2.2, it is not possible to change 

the voltage level with a fixed input voltage. Therefore, energy storage 

components should be included in input cells. A push-pull connected MIC 

requires that each input cell consists at least one switch and one inductor in order 

to adjust the output voltage level through the inductor voltage-second balance. 

Rule 2—Current loops for charging the voltage doubler capacitors should be ensured: 

Consider a positive voltage appears at node 1 in Figure 4.1 (a), then the upper 

capacitor in the voltage doubler circuit will be charged through diode Do1, and a 

current should flow from the capacitor to node 2. If node 2 is not connected to a 
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source, then the capacitor cannot be charged. Therefore, a path to input cells for 

the return charging current should be ensured when one of the capacitors is 

charging. 

Pulsating current source cells in Figure 2.1 can be used as input cells for a push-

pull connected MIC, and type IX pulsating voltage source/sink cell in Figure 2.2 is 

selected as push-pull connected MIC output cell for higher voltage transfer ratio while 

push-pull control is used for input cells to generate a pulsating voltage. Notice that the 

output-cascaded-switch in each input cell is redundant because of the selection of Type 

IX pulsating voltage source/sink cell. This redundancy is shown in Figure 4.2—S1b and 

S2b can be merged with S3a and S3b, respectively. Simplified push-pull connected MICs 

with type I pulsating current source cells and type II pulsating current source cells are 

shown in Figure 4.3. The same process can be applied to other input pulsating current 

source cells. Unlike other MICs, the push-pull connected MIC inherently consists of dual 

input cells, and its output capacitor charging currents flow through both input cells with 

an opposite direction. For this reason, in a push-pull connected MIC input cells can only 

sink or source at the same period of time in a push-pull connected MIC, and therefore, 

push-pull connected MIC is in the bi-directional MIC group. The operational analysis of 

push-pull connected MIC with type I pulsating current source cells in made in the 

following section. The analysis methodology can be applied to other MICs in push-pull 

connected MIC family. 
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Figure 4.2: A push-pull connected MIC with type I pulsating current source cells. 

     

     (a)          (b) 

Figure 4.3: Push-pull connected -MICs with simplified: (a) type I pulsating current 

source cells, (b) type II pulsating current source cells. 

4.4 OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS 

The operational analysis of a push-pull connected MIC with type I pulsating 

current source cells—a push-pull connected DI-Boost in Figure 4.3 (a)—is used to 

explain the operation of push-pull connected MICs which can be extended to other push-

pull connected MICs based on their steady states behavior. According to Rule 2, input 

switches S1 and S2 cannot be turned off at the same time, because no inductor current 

loop is formed to allow the input inductor currents to flow. In other words, Rule 2 can be 

mathematically represented as 

    121  tqtq       (4.2) 

where qj(t) is the switching function of input switch Sj for j=1 and 2, and qj(t) equals one 

when Sj is commanded to be on, qj(t) equals zero when Sj is open. The analysis is 

conducted by assuming a continuous conduction mode operation. 
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Based on (4.2), three states can be found as follows: 

State 1: Both input switches are commanded to be on (q1(t)=1, q2(t)=1): In this state, 

both input inductors are energized by their respective input sources, and energy in 

the output capacitors is discharged to the load R. Both output diodes are reverse 

biased. 

State 2: S1 is turned on and S2 is turned off (q1(t)=1, q2(t)=0): The inductor energy in L2 

is transferred to C2 through D2, while V1 continuously energizes L1 and energy in 

C1 discharges to R. 

State 3: S2 is turned on and S1 is turned off (q1(t)=0, q2(t)=1): In this state, the inductor 

energy in L1 is transferred to C1 through D1, while D2 remains reverse biased. L2 

is energized by V2, and energy in C2 is discharged to R. 

According to the capacitor voltage polarity and inductor current direction defined 

in Figure 4.3 (a), the dynamic equations can be written as 
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where (vC1+vC2)/R is the output current iout, iLj is the current at Lj and vCj is the voltage at 

Cj. With zero ripple assumptions on iLj and vCj, the inputs-to-output voltage transfer ratio 

and inductor currents are 
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Table 4.1 shows the stresses in key components of push-pull connected DI-Boost 

converter. It is noteworthy that each input switch (S1 or S2) only carries one output 

capacitor voltage (vC1 or vC2). Hence, if the input voltages and duty cycles are the same—

V1=V2 and D1=D2, each input switches only carries half of the output voltage. In addition, 

push-pull connected DI-Boost converter has the same input inductor ripple current 

equation than pulsating current source cell MI-Boost converter, which is  

,DT
L

V
i in
L           (4.5) 

where T is the converter switching period. Hence, for same input and output voltages, 

since the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter has a lower duty cycle than the 

pulsating current source cell DI-Boost, then the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter 

also shows a lower input current. In addition, the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter 

output voltage ripple can be studied from (4.3) 
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During the period when q1(t)=1, q2(t)=0, the output voltage ripple can be represented as 
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with C1 = C2 = C. A zero ripple condition can be observed when D1 = D2 = D = 0.5 in 

(4.7). 

Circuit components Voltage Stress Current Stress 

S1 Vs1,max=V1/(1-D1) iS1,max=iL1+iL2 

S2 Vs2,max=V2/(1-D2) iS2,max=iL1+iL2 

C1 VC1= V1/(1-D1) iC1,rms=[(1-D1)(iL1-iout)
2
+D1iout

2
]

0.5 

C2 VC2= V2/(1-D2) iC2,rms=[(1-D2)(iL2-iout)
2
+D2iout

2
]

0.5
 

D1 VD1,max=VC1+VC2 iD1,max=iL1 

D2 VD2,max=VC1+VC2 iD2,max=iL2 

Table 4.1: Components stresses of a push-pull connected multiple-input converter with 

simplified type I pulsating current source cells. 

4.5 SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS 

A prototype of push-pull connected DI-Boost was built to verify the operational 

analysis with circuit parameters as follows: 

Input switches: IXYS IXTH110N25T n-channel MOSFET (250V, 110A). 

Output Rectifiers: CREE C3D10060A (100V, 60A) SiC Schottky diode. 

Inductors: Delta PFCV-HP7354 (320μH). 

Capacitors: 560μF, 250V electrolytic capacitors. 

A simulation was conducted for the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter with 

Vout=190V, as shown in Figure 4.4 (a). Notice that the input switches carried 90V and 

100V, respectively. An experimental verification in Figure 4.4 (b) confirmed the 

simulation results.  

The possibility of implementing maximum power point tracking was also verified 

through experiments. KYOCERA KD210GX-LP—input #1—and SHARP NT-180U1—
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input #2—PV modules were connected to the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter 

with a perturb-and-observe MPPT [60-63] algorithm  controlled with a Texas 

Instruments TMX320F28027 micro-controller. Notice that both panels are different, 

which would create issues if they were connected to a SIC in a single array in a 

conventional configuration. The controller block diagram for the push-pull connected DI-

Boost converter is shown in Figure 4.5, two two-pole-two-zero compensation stage are 

cascade-connected to the MPPT algorithm blocks for converter dynamic response 

compensation. The load of the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter was made of two 

resistors RL1 and RL2 in parallel with C1 and C2, respectively. These resistors were 

realized with electronic load set at a 50 Ω constant resistance for RL1 and a 105Ω power 

resistor for RL2. The test results are shown in Figure 4.6. The MPPs of both PV modules 

are achieved with about 750W/m
2
 solar incident power in Figure 4.6 (a). Figure 4.6 (b) 

shows the MPPT response during the load transient, while Figure 4.6 (c) and (d) shows 

one PV module start up curve with another PV module is already on. The results show 

that the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter is well fit for PV applications. 
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   (a) 

 

   (b) 

Figure 4.4: Push-pull connected DI-Boost converter driving signals and switch stresses 

with V1=40V, V2=45V, and R=105 Ω: (a) simulation results, (b) 

experimental results 
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Figure 4.5: Controller block diagram for the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter.
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   (a)          (b)   

             

   

   (c)           (d)    

Figure 4.6: Waveforms of PV module outputs and push-pull connected DI-Boost 

converter output current: (a) both PV modules reached MPPs, (b) load 

transient: RL1 changes from 100Ω to 50Ω, (c) PV2 start up transient, and 

(d) PV2 start up transient 
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Chapter 5 A Push-pull connected－Pulsating Current Source Cell Hybrid Multiple-

input Converter for Stand-alone Systems  

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

As discussed in Chapter 4, a push-pull connected MIC inherently has two inputs, 

and can only has at most dual inputs. Therefore, if the push-pull connected structure is 

considered in an application with more than two inputs, a push-pull connected hybrid 

MIC, such as those shown in Figure 5.1, must be considered.   

 

              (a) 

  

                      (b) 

Figure 5.1: (a) A push-pull connected－time-sharing hybrid multiple-input converter 

and (b) A push-pull connected－pulsating current source cell hybrid 

multiple-input converter. 

In Chapter 5, a hybrid MIC is proposed as a power electronics interface solution 

for stand-alone applications [7, 64, 65]. For a stand-alone application, an inverter might 

be cascaded after a dc-dc converter and regulators in order to generate the utility power. 

A dc voltage level equal to or higher than the peak inverter output voltage is required for 
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the possible MI power electronics interface—MIC— if a conventional single-phase H-

bridge is considered. Since most DG sources produce voltage levels below that of the 

grid, a MIC with high voltage transfer ratio is needed. Most of non-isolated MICs 

discussed in [16, 27, 33, 45, 48] do not fit the need for high voltage transfer ratios. When 

considering the feasible MICs in [27, 52] and set up a realistic maximum duty cycle limit, 

such as 0.85 (equivalent to 0.425 for topologies G1(1) and G3(1)), only topologies H6, 

I4, and L5 provide a relatively high voltage transfer ratio. However, they require more 

components than basic converters, such as the buck-boost and Boost converters. Isolated 

MICs may achieve higher step-up voltage transfer ratios without duty ratio constraints 

[58]. Yet, previous works show that when a coupled-inductor is used to isolate the 

common output stage of high power—few kilowatts—converters, its volume and gap 

length need to be increased [66, 67]. Also, in order to avoid coupled inductor core 

saturation, it usually is required to increase its number of turns, however, its leakage 

inductance increases with more winding turns, which, in turn, reduces the converter 

efficiency. 

In addition, voltage source type MIC topologies, such as [33], should be avoided 

for some DG sources such as fuel cells, because they produce switched input currents 

which eventually reduce fuel cell operating life [68]. Therefore, converters with current 

source interface, such as Boost converter and SEPIC, are taken into consideration for 

stand-alone applications. An isolated time-sharing multiple-input SEPIC [58] and push-

pull current-fed converters [69-71] with a high-frequency transformer may be a solution 

for renewable energy systems. Unlike coupled-inductors, transformers do not store 

energy when power is being transferred, which provides push-pull converters the 

possibility of using smaller-sized component for isolation (coupled-inductors and 

transformer) than the isolated time-sharing MI-SEPIC. However, additional snubbers are 
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needed in order to avoid damage caused by energy stored in the primary side leakage 

inductance of both isolated time-sharing MI-SEPIC and push-pull converters. To 

overcome this problem, a non-isolated push-pull converter with a high voltage transfer 

ratio could be used as an option [72]. This paper discusses an expansion of the non-

isolated push-pull converter from the single-input version in [72] into an MIC. Analysis 

is conducted mathematically in order to verify the relationship among inputs and output, 

and circuit feasibility is also explored with experiments. 

5.2 ANALYSIS OF A MULTIPLE-INPUT CURRENT FED PUSH-PULL CONVERTER 

The proposed MI push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer is presented in 

Figure. 5.2. Define the control signal qi (t), where i=2,…,N, equal to one when Si is closed 

and qi (t) equal to zero when Si is opened, the control strategy for all the switches can be 

written as 

       121  tqtqtq N    5.

In other words, if S1 is open, the other switches should be closed. Otherwise, if one of the 

switches is open in the group which contains S2 to SN, S1 must be closed. Thus, there is no 

current backflow, and the need for FCBB switches [27] is avoided. This is an advantage 

because many other MIC topologies require FCBB switches [48] which increase the 

number of components and reduce efficiency. A lossless transformer model [73] is 

applied to analyze an N-input push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer, which is 

also shown in Figure 5.3. Inductors Lm, L1, and L2 represent TX’s magnetizing and leakage 

inductances, respectively. 
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Figure 5.2: A multiple-input push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer. 

 

Figure 5.3: A multiple-input push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer analysis 

model. 

The dynamic equations in continuous-conduction mode (CCM) can be derived by 

assuming V2>…>VN, D2<…<DN and have at least N-2 feedforward controls used for S2 to 

SN. The turns ratio of TX is assumed to be 1. Therefore, the currents relation of the 

transformer can be expressed as 

1 2.L Lm Li i i    5

The control signals of MI push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer are 

shown in Figure 5.4. There are N+1 different operation states. They are: 

State 1 ([t0 , t1] and [t2 , t3]): All switches are turned on.  

State 2 ([t1 , t2]): Switch S1 is turned off, and other switches are turned on. 
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State i ([t3 , t4] or [t4 , t5] or [t5 , t6]): Switches S1 and Si to SN are turned on, and switches 

S2 to Si-1 are turned off, where i can be any integer between 3 to N. 

State N+1 ([t6 , t7]): Switch S1 is turned on, and other switches are turned off. 

In addition, L1 is energized by (V1 – Vm) when S1 is on. The energy stored in L1 is 

discharged through C1 and D1 to ground when S1 is off. The dynamic equations of iL1, iLm 

and vC1 can be written as 

 1
1 1 1 11Lm L

m C
di di

L V L q v
dt dt

       5

 1 1 2
1 1 11 .C C C

L
dv v v

C q i
dt R


      5

When S2 is on, L2 is energized by (V2 – Vm). When S2 is off, the energy stored in L2 is 

discharged through D2 and C2 to ground. The dynamic equation of iL2 can be written as 

   2 1
2 1 2 1 1 1 2 21 1 .L L

C C
di di

L V V L q v q v
dt dt

        5

During the on state of S1, the MI push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer can be 

treated as a MI Boost converter [45]. Therefore, the dynamic equation of iLi can be 

written as 

  21   for  3, , .Li
i i i C

di
L V q v i N

dt
       5

Since the energy stored in Li for i=2,…,N is discharged through D2 and C2 to 

ground when Si is off, the dynamic equation of vC2 can be written as 

 2 1 2
2

2
1 .

N
C C C

i Li
i

dv v v
C q i

dt R




   



  5.
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Figure 5.4: Driving signals of the multiple-input push-pull converter with an auxiliary 

transformer.  

Let’s assume now that the switching frequency is sufficiently high and that the 

current and voltage ripples in inductors and capacitors, respectively, are low. Then, a fast 

average model [74] can be applied by defining duty cycle Di as 

 0

1
  for  1, , .swT

i i
sw

D q t dt i N
T

     5.

Then the voltage transfer ratio can be derived as 

1
1 2

1

  for  2, , .
1 1

i
out C C

i

VV
V v v i N

D D
    

 
  5.

Since the output voltage is the sum of capacitor voltages vC1 and vC2, the input-

output voltage transfer ratio doubles when compared to that of a boost converter. The 

control limitation of having at least N-2 legs controlled through a feedforward loop does 

not eliminate operational flexibility. In general, only one input will be controlled to 

regulated output voltage, whereas the rest will control power—i.e. current—drained from 
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the source.The key operation waveforms of a DI push-pull converter with an auxiliary 

transformer are shown in Figure 5.5. The voltage stresses on the switches are only half of 

the output voltage when vC1 equals to vC2. The ripple voltage of vC1 and vC2 can be 

derived from (5.4) and (5.7) along with considering linear transitions. 

 

Figure 5.5: Key waveforms of a DI push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer. 
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From (5.2), (5.3) and (5.5), the system’s dynamic equations on iL1 and iL2 can be 

expressed as 

   

   

1 2
1 1 1 1

1 2
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2

1

.

1 1

L L
m m C

L L
C C

di di
L L L V q v

dt dt

di di
L L V V q v q v

dt dt


    


       


  5.

The current ripple of iL1 and iL2 can be derived by expressing (5.10) as 

   

   

1 2 1 3 21

1 2 1 3 22

1 1

,
1 1

L

L

q qdi

dt

q qdi
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    (5.11) 

where coefficients αi, β, and γi are indicated in Table 5.1. Thus, the current ripples for the 

time intervals between t0 and t4 are 
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where ΦT is the first on time of S2 after S1 is turned on in a switching period. The 

duration of ΦT depends on the driving signal control method. When input voltages, 

output voltage and circuit parameters are fixed, the only control freedom to minimize the 

ripple currents is Φ. It is obvious that the ripple currents are minimized when ΔiL1,[t0-

t1]=ΔiL1,[t2-t3] and ΔiL2,[t0-t1]=ΔiL2,[t2-t3]. The minimum current ripple condition is then 



1 2

1 31 2

1 2

1 3

0

01
,  with .

02

0

D D

 

 

 

 

 


   
  

 
  

    5.

  2121 VLVLL mm   

  122 Cm vLL   

23 CmvL  

  2111 VLLVL mm   

12 CmvL  

  213 Cm vLL   

mm LLLLLL 2121   

Table 5.1: Coefficients of ripple current dynamic equations. 
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And the ripple currents under such condition are 
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 5.

With a proper circuit parameter setting, the interleaving structure of the MI push-pull 

converter with an auxiliary transformer can greatly reduces the input currents ripple when 

compare with the ripple current of the CCM Boost converter. For the latter the current 

ripple is 

, ,i
L Boost

V
i DT

L
      5.

where L is the inductance of Boost inductor, and Vi is the input voltage. For example, if 

V1=V2=Vin, L1=L2=Lm, and D1=D2=D, the input ripple currents of the MI push-pull 

converter with an auxiliary transformer are 

1 2 .
3

i i
L L

V V
i i DT T

L L
        5.

5.3 SIMULATION AND EXPERIENTIAL RESULTS 

The efficiency of a three-input push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer 

was verified with a prototype circuit. The schematic of the power stage is shown in 

Figure 5.6. In the experimental setup, Fairchild FQA44N30 MOSFETs (VDSS=300V, 

ID=43.5A, RDS(on)=0.055Ω) and STMicroelectronics STTH12R06 diodes (VRRM=600V, 

IF(AV)=12A) were used to implement switches and diodes, respectively. For L3, Delta 

Electronics PFCV-HP7354 inductors were used, and a Micrometals T300-26D core with 
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separated windings, 33 turns and 40 turns, was used to build the transformer. The 

transformer was wound with large leakage inductances in order to reduce the interaction 

on the two input legs. If it is now assumed that L1, L2 << Lm, the ripple current of iL1 in 

[t0 – t1] is then simplified to 

  0 1

1 2
1,

1 2

.L t t

V V
i T

L L


  


     5.

Thus, if a “transformer” with a good coupling, such as that found in flyback converters, is 

applied here, the ripple current will not only affect both inputs, but it will also result in a 

large current ripple (L1 and L2 usually are few μH to few hundred nH in flyback 

converters [66]). A current feedfordward control was inserted on the third input through 

the current sensing resistor, Rsense. A RCD snubber was formed by CS, RS, D4, D5, and D9 

to reduce the voltage stresses on MOSFETs. The snubber also provides a current path 

when all switches are opened. 

The MI push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer voltage transfer ratio 

was first verified by a dual input version with V1 = 20V, V2 = 30V, D2 = 0.71, Pout = 

145W, and 40 kHz switching frequency. The measurement results are shown in Figures 

5.7 and 5.8. In Figure 5.7, the measured output voltage follows the expected output 

voltage. Figure 5.8 verified that the sign of current ripple slope could be affected by duty 

cycles as indicated in (5.12). The waveform shows that the current ripple slope in the 

state of S1 turned off and S2 turned on is positive in Figure 5.8(a) and negative in Figure 

5.8(b). This current ripple slope combination is good for reducing the current ripple on 

S2, as indicated in Figure 5.5, iS2 = iL1 + iL2 in this time period. Therefore, the current 

stress on S2 can be minimized if iL1 and iL2 have the same magnitude and opposite sign. In 
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addition, the minimum current stress condition is the same for S1 in the state of S1 turned 

on and S2 turned off. 

Next, a three-input push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer was 

simulated with V1 = 12 V, V2 = 16 V, V3 = 13.5 V, R = 100 Ω, and a 50kHz switching 

frequency. A current feedforward control was implemented in the third input to regulate 

the current (iL3) at 2.5A with D1 = 0.72 and D2 = 0.68. As the simulation results in Figure 

5.9(a) show, the current feedforward controlled signal S3 follows S2 in order to meet the 

input-to-output relationship indicated in (5.9). The same condition was applied to the 

experiment for verification. As shown in Figure 5.9(b), experimental results match the 

simulations and validate the theoretical analysis. 

Figure 5.10 depicts the converter efficiencies for different output power levels. 

The efficiency of the converter decreases as the output power increases, but still remains 

above 86% with an output power of 700W. Figure 5.11 exemplifies one of the 

operational points in Figure 5.10 by showing the waveforms with an output power of 731 

W. This efficiency was tested with D1 and D2 fixed at 0.6 and 0.51, a switching frequency 

of 40 kHz, and an output voltage of 110V. 
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Figure 5.6: Experimental circuitry of a DI push-pull converter with an auxiliary 

transformer. 
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Figure 5.7: Voltage transfer ratio verification and converter efficiency. 

 

   

       (a)        (b) 

Figure 5.8: Experimental result of the gate-to-source signal of S1 and S2, inductor 

currents iL1 and iL2 at (a) D2 = 0.5 and Vout = 145.7, (b) D2 = 0.71 and Vout = 

169.9V. 
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   (a)                               (b) 

Figure 5.9: A three-input push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer waveforms 

of the gate-to-source signal of S2 and S3, inductor currents iL1 and iL2 (a) 

simulation result with Vout = 93V, (b) experimental result with Vout = 92.5V. 

 

Figure 5.10: A three-input push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer efficiency at 

V1 = 23V, V2 =28V, V3 =35V, and iL3 is regulated at 1.5A. 
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Figure 5.11:  A three-input push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer 

experimental result With Pout=731W. 
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Chapter 6:  Input Cell Simplifications of Multiple-input Converters 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic isolation—transformer or coupled-inductor—might be necessary in 

high voltage transfer ratio DG applications. Therefore, MICs in Figure 6.1— multiple-

winding magnetic coupled MI-FB converter [22] and pulsating voltage source cell MI-FB 

converter [19]—or MICs in Figure 3.1 could be used in these applications. Although 

based on the number of components an isolated time-sharing MI-SEPIC seems to be a 

better solution for high voltage transfer ratio DG applications, the use of a coupled-

inductor and hard-switching limit the converter operational power level and efficiency. 

For this reason, soft-switching isolated MICs are proposed for higher power 

applications—kilo-watts level. However, typical soft-switching isolated MICs which 

utilize transformer as the isolation component generally have more components than 

equivalent hard-switching isolated MICs, which may make soft-switching MICs a less 

attractive option. For example, both pulsating voltage source cell MI-FB converter in 

Figure 6.1 and MI-forward converter in Figure 6.2 [18] are candidates for high input 

voltages to low output voltage conversion applications, but pulsating voltage source cell 

MI-FB converter has more components than MI-forward converter.  

A method of reducing component count for MICs is addressed in this chapter. The 

beneficial of this method is significant on soft-switching MICs, such as MI-FB 

converters. In addition, soft-switching benefits can be preserved with this method. In the 

FB converter case, a dc voltage blocking capacitor is inserted between input legs. With 

this dc blocking capacitor, the duty cycle of input switches on each leg are not necessary 

symmetric in order to maintain the voltage balance of the magnetizing inductor. 

Moreover, the input voltage level on each leg can be different, that is, MI is achievable in 

a FB cell. According to the input cell reduction concept, two new MI-FB converters can 
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be derived from the MICs in Figure 6.1, which are shown in Figure 6.3. Component 

count is greatly reduced when compared to the original MICs. 

 

             (a)                                

 

                  (b) 

Figure 6.1: Isolated multiple-input (MI) converters: (a) multiple-winding MI full-bridge 

(FB) converter and (b) pulsating voltage source cell MI-FB converter. 
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Figure 6.2: Multiple-input forward converter. 

6.2 INPUT CELL REDUCTION METHOD 

Pulsating voltage is applied to the corresponding input transformer or coupled-

inductor winding of an isolated converter. In general, the pulsating voltage can be 

generated either by a single pulsating voltage, for example, a Flyback converter, or by 

two different pulsating voltages, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. Multiple-winding magnetic 

coupled MI-FB converter is an example of the latter. The voltage at a transformer input 

winding of multiple-winding magnetic coupled MI-FB converter is the differential 

voltage of the two pulsating voltages. In an input cell of multiple-winding magnetic 

coupled MI-FB converter, a dc voltage source is connected to two switching legs to 

generate a pulsating voltage on the transformer input winding. The phase difference 

between an input and the output winding voltages is used to determine the power flow 

and voltage transfer ratio. It is more noteworthy that the pulsating voltages cannot only 

be generated by a dc voltage source but also by many dc voltage sources. Therefore, it is 

possible to have multiple input cells with a transformer winding. However, additional 

control factors other than the phase differences are required for input cells to ensure the 

power flows are all controllable, for example, a variable duty cycle. Yet, the variable duty 

cycle might cause a voltage unbalance on the magnetizing inductance of the transformer. 

To avoid the possible voltage unbalance, a dc voltage blocking capacitor can be inserted 

in series with the two pulsating voltages and the transformer. From what has been 

discussed above, the component counts of many soft-switching MICs can be reduced. 
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Two examples that applied the input cell reduction method are shown in Figure 6.3 while 

other feasible topologies are listed in Appendix B. Duty cycles and phase differences are 

used in the proposed MI-FB converters for power sharing and voltage controls. Dual-

input (DI) cases of the proposed MI-FB converters are analyzed in the following section. 
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   (a) 

 

   (b)                   

Figure 6.3: Proposed multiple-input full-bridge (MI-FB) converters: (a)Type I MI-FB 

converter and (b) Type II MI-FB converter. 
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Figure 6.4: Transformer with two pulsating voltages. 

6.3 MULTIPLE-INPUT FULL-BRIDGE CONVERTERS WITH REDUCED INPUT CELLS   

In this section, two types of DI-FB converter is analysis. Type I DI-FB converter 

is derived from multiple-winding magnetic coupled MI-FB converter, and type II DI-FB 

converter is derived from pulsating voltage source cell MI-FB converter. 

Before proceed to the analysis, common assumptions and control variable 

definitions are made as follows. Input voltage sources Vin1 and Vin2 are assumed to be 

ideal. Switches in each leg have a complementary "on" time with proper dead-times in 

order to avoid possible short circuits during transient periods and reserve the blanking 

time for soft-switching. However, dead-times of complementary switches are assumed to 

be zero for operational analysis simplification. In both DI-FB converter analysis, duty 

cycles of S1L and S2L are defined as D1 and D2, and T represents the converter switching 

period. In addition, the transformer magnetizing inductor Lm is assumed to be much 

greater than the leakage inductor Lr at the corresponding winding, i.e. Lm>>Lr. Moreover, 

the capacitance of the dc voltage blocking capacitor Cb is assumed to be much greater 

than the capacitance of MOSFET parasitic capacitors Cp in the soft-switching analysis, 

that is, Cb>>Cp. 
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6.3.1 Type I Dual-input Full-bridge Converter 

The analysis model of type I DI-FB converter is shown in Figure 6.6. Transformer 

T1 is modeled by an ideal transformer with winding N1 and NL and a leakage inductance 

Lr, which is a combination of the leakage inductance at winding N1 and the equivalent 

leakage inductance at winding NL that reflect to winding N1. In other words, if the leakage 

inductance at winding N1 is Lr1 and LrL at winding NL, then 

,2
1 rLrr LnLL        (6.1) 

where n=N1:NL. The magnetizing inductance of T1 is not considered in the analysis for 

two reasons: 1. relatively small circulation current on the magnetizing inductance than 

the leakage inductance current—iLr, and 2. analysis simplification. 

The relevant timing diagram of type I DI-FB converter is shown in Figure 6.6. 

Variable duty cycles are applied to the second input leg, while the duty cycles on the first 

input leg and the output bridge switches are fixed at 50%. Duty cycle D2 and the phase 

difference between V1 and VL are used to control the output voltage and manage power 

flow from two input legs. 

                     

Figure 6.5: The analysis model of type I DI full-bridge converter. 
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Figure 6.6: Timing diagram of type I DI full-bridge converter. 

6.3.1.1 Operational Analysis 

The operational analysis is performed under the condition of Vin1<Vin2 and  

0.5>D2>, where  is the phase difference between V1 and VL. Under such condition, 

there are five different states under such condition: 

 State 1 (t0<t<t1): S1H and S2L are turned on, current at the inputs side flows from 

Vin1 through Cb, Lr, and winding  N1 to ground. At the same time, winding N2 

holds a negative output voltage. Therefore, a voltage difference, (Vin1−vCb+nvCout), 

appears on Lr, and then inductor current iLr increases in this state and energy starts 

to transfer to the load side. 

 State 2 (t1<t<t2): In this state, the current loop at the inputs side remains the same 

while winding N2 holds a positive output voltage. The current changing rate of iLr 

is small because of a relatively small voltage difference across Lr. Hence, the 

energy keeps transferring from inputs side to the load side. 
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 State 3 (t2<t<t3): In this state, both S1H and S2H are turned on, hence, a circulation 

current flows between two inputs. Therefore, energy not only transfers from input 

side to output side but also transfers between inputs. 

 State 4 (t3<t<t4): S1L and S2H are turned on, while winding N2 holds a negative 

output voltage. In this state, Vin2 starts to transfer its energy to the load side. 

 State 5 (t4<t<t5): The voltage difference across Lr is small—(−vCb−Vin2+nvCout)— 

in this state. Therefore, the energy keeps transferring from Vin2 to the load side. 

Dynamic equations of the circuit variables in each state are shown in Table 6.1. 

The average voltage of Cb, vCb,avg, can be derived from the voltage balance of Lr, that is, 

by integrating the dynamic equation of Lr over a switching cycle, T (t5−t0): 
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If vCb is assumed to be a constant value (Cb is assumed to be a large value), then from 

(6.2): 

  .15.0 221 ininCb VDVv        (6.3) 
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 Cb(dvCb/dt)= Lr(diLr/dt)= Cout(dvCout/dt)= 

State 1 iLr Vin1−vCb+nvCout −niLr−vCout/R 

State 2 iLr Vin1−vCb−nvCout niLr−vCout/R 

State 3 iLr Vin1−vCb−Vin2−nvCout niLr−vCout/R 

State 4 iLr −vCb−Vin2−nvCout niLr−vCout/R 

State 5 iLr −vCb−Vin2+nvCout -niLr−vCout/R 

Table 6.1: Dynamic equations of type I DI full-bridge converter. 

6.3.1.2 Power Sharing and Inputs-to-output Voltage Relationship  

The power sharing analysis and inputs-to-output relationship derivation are 

performed with the assumption of zero power dissipated in the converter, that is, 

,
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where Iin1 and Iin2 are the supply currents of Vin1 and Vin2. From the operational analysis, 

Vin1 conducts current in States 1, 2, and 3, and Vin2 conducts current in States 3, 4, and 6. 

Based on the information of iLr,avg=0 and the given leakage inductor current changing rate 

in each state in Table. I, Iin1 and Iin2 can be derived as (6.5) 
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By substitute (6.5) into (6.4), the inputs-to-output voltage relationship can be derived as 
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The relationship among output voltage and the control variables,  and D2, can be 

illustrated with Figure 6.7. As can be seen in Figure 6.7, vCout is a convex function with 

fixed Vin1 and Vin2 when 0<<0.5 and 0<D2<0.9. Therefore, power budgeting between 

inputs can be done with a fixed vCout. That is, the relationship among output voltage and 

the control variables is an ellipse with a fixed vCout except at the acme point in Figure 6.7. 

Figure 6.8 provides an example with a fixed vCout, and parameters as follows: Vin1=30V, 

Vin2=70V, T=10S, n=0.2, R=48.4ohm, and Lr=2.5H. It is noteworthy that D2—as a 

function of —has two solutions: 

,2 BAD          (6.7) 

where the parameters A and B are: A = (0.25 + ) and B = {[−2Vin1 −Vin2]
2
RT + (Vin1 + 

0.5Vin2)RT + 0.625Vin2RT − 2LrvCout] / ( Vin2RT)}. Both solutions of D2 can be used as 

the power budgeting control laws. The input current variations with these two control 

laws—D2=A−B
0.5

 and D2=A+B
0.5

—are illustrated in Figure 6.9. With control law 

D2=A+B
0.5

, Iin1 becomes negative when  >0.18 (as can be seen in Figure 6.9 (c)), that is, 

source Vin2 provides its energy to both source Vin1 and the load in this range. Figure 6.9 

gives us the sense of control law selections for various applications. For example, control 

law D2=A+B
0.5

 should be chosen for battery uses. 
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Figure 6.7: The relationship among output voltage, ψ and D2 with 0<ψ<0.5 and 

0<D2<0.9 of a type I DI full-bridge converter. 

                     

Figure 6.8: The relationship among output voltage and ψ and D2 with 0<ψ<0.5 and 

0<D2<0.9.                   
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     (a) 

 

     (b) 

 

     (c) 

 

     (d) 

Figure 6.9: The effective input currents with control laws: D2=A−B
0.5

 for(a) and (b) and 

D2=A+B
0.5

 for (c) and (d). 

6.3.1.3 Soft-switching Conditions  

The soft-switching conditions can be studied by modeling each MOSFET in 

Figure 6.3 by an ideal switch in parallel with a body diode and a parasitic capacitor Cp. 
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For the bridge structure of this converter, once an operation state ended, the parasitic 

capacitors in at least one leg of a bridge have charge transition between its high side and 

low side MOSFETs. For, example, in the end of State 3, the parasitic capacitor of S1L is 

discharged while the parasitic capacitor of S1H is charged. If the parasitic capacitances of 

the bridge MOSFETs are the same, then the high side and low side parasitic capacitors 

are charged/discharged with the same current: iLr/2 at the input side and niLr/2 at the load 

side. Soft-switching on switches can be achieved if the capacitor discharge duration of a 

switch is less than the dead-time of that switch with its relevant bridge switch. In 

summary, the soft-switching conditions of type I DI-FB converter can be shown as Table 

6.2. 

S1H CpVin1/[|iLr(t5)|/2]<td2 S1L CpVin1/[|iLr(t3)|/2]<td1 

S2H CpVin2/[|iLr(t2)|/2]<td3 S2L CpVin2/[|iLr(t5)|/2]<td4 

SLa, SLd CpVout/[n|iLr(t1)|/2]<td4 SLb,SLc CpVout/[n|iLr(t4)|/2]<td4 

Table 6.2: Soft-switching conditions of type I DI full-bridge converter. 

6.3.2 Type II Dual-input Full-bridge Converter 

Another DI-FB converter that utilizes the input cell reduction method is shown in 

Figure 6.10. Instead of using voltage phase difference between transformer winding 

voltages to process the energy control like type I DI-FB converter, the low pass filter 

formed by Lout and Cout at the load side is used to perform a buck operation. Transformer 

T1 includes Lm, NP, NS1, and NS2, where inductance Lr could be the leakage inductance of 

the transformer or an additional inductor. Notice that Lm is modeled in type II DI-FB 

converter because the energy at the input side does not transfer to the output side in 

certain operational states, which affects the average value calculation of vCb. 
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Figure 6.10: The analysis model of type II DI full-bridge converter. 

6.3.2.1 Operational Analysis 

Key waveforms of type II DI-FB converter are shown in Figure 6.11 with 

Vin1>Vin2 and resistor R as the load, where Vs is the total voltage of VLout and VCout. Six 

operational states can be observed in type II DI-FB converter: 

 State 1 (t0<t<t1): In this state, input inductors, Lm and Lr, are energized by Vin1, 

hence, Vp has a positive voltage. Therefore, the input energy is transferred from 

transformer winding Np to winding Ns1 and then through Do1 to Lout, Cout and R. 

 State 2 (t1<t<t2): Both S1H and S2H are turned on in this state, therefore, iLr flows 

through both input sources, which implies the energy in one input source is 

transferred to the load and the other input source in this state. 

 State 3 (t2<t<t3): In state 3, S2H and S1L are turned on and the voltage polarity of 

the input inductors becomes negative, which means that leakage inductor current 

iLr decreases in this state and would eventually reverses its direction. However, 

the inductance, Lr, limits the changing rate of iLr. Thus, Lr sustains all the voltage 

Vin2+VCb whereas Vp is zero in this state. That is, inputs energy in this state does 

not transfer to the load side. Hence, a duty cycle loss DL1 is defined as (t3-t2)/T. In 

the meantime, the output diode currents iDo1 decreases and iDo1 increases. 
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 State 4 (t3<t<t4): State 4 begins when iDo1 decreases to zero and Vp becomes 

negative. In State 4, energy starts to be transferred from the inputs side to the 

output side through transformer winding Np to Ns2 and then Do2. 

 State 5 (t4<t<t5): In this state, no source is applied to the input energy storage 

components and energy stored in Cb is continuously discharged. 

 State 6 (t5<t<t6): In State 6, a loop from Vin1, Cb and transformer to ground is 

formed. Similar to State 3, an opposite polarity is applied to input inductors 

voltage and Vp is zero in State 6. Duty cycle loss DL2 is defined as (t6-t5)/T. 

 

Figure 6.11: Timing diagram of type II DI full-bridge converter. 

By assuming the turns ratio to be Np:Ns1:Ns2=1:m:m, it is possible to find the 

dynamic equations of the circuit variables listed in Table 6.3, while the dynamic 

equations of the capacitors remain the same in the six states: 

Lr
Cb

b i
dt

dv
C       (6.8) 

R

v
i

dt

dv
C Cout

Lout
Cout

out      (6.9) 
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Notice that the average current of input winding, iNp, is zero in States 3 and 6, 

which means that energy at the input side does not transfer to the output side in these 

states. In addition, the average currents of Lr and Lout can be derived by integrating (6.8) 

and (6.9), they are iLr,avg=0 and iLout,avg=vCout/R. The average value of iLout is essential to 

the derivation of inputs-to-output voltage relationship. 

 Lr(diLr/dt)=
 
 Lout(diLout/dt)= Current relationship  

State 1 Vin1−vCb−Vp mVp−vout iLout=iNp/m 

State 2 Vin1−vCb−Vin2−Vp mVp−vout iLout= iNp/m 

State 3 −vCb −Vin2 −vout 
iLout= iDo1+iDo2 

iNp =m(iDo1−iDo2) 

State 4 −vCb −Vin2−Vp − mVp−vout  −iNp/m 

State 5 −vCb−Vp − mVp−vout  −iNp/m 

State 6  Vin1−vCb −vout 
iLout= iDo1+iDo2 

iNp =m(iDo1−iDo2) 

a. iNp= is defined as iLr−iLm. 

b. Lm(diLm/dt)=Vp. 

Table 6.3: Dynamic equations and current relations of type II DI full-bridge converter. 

6.3.2.2 Power Sharing and Inputs-to-output Voltage Relationship  

The average voltage of Cb can be derived by using voltage balance of primary 

inductors, that is  
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  (6.10) 

If vCb is assumed to be a constant value, then from (10): 
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   1 1 2 21 1 .Cb in inv D V D V             (6.11) 

The inputs-to-output voltage transfer ratio can be derived by using voltage 

balance of Lout, which is 
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where  is defined as (t6-t5)+(t1-t0). 

The output inductor current at t=t0 and t=t3 are essential to the duty cycle losses 

derivation and an explicit solution of vCout. From the dynamic equation of Lout, the current 

function of Lout can be written as 
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where Lout>m
2
Lr is assumed. We know iLout,avg=vCout/R from (6.9), hence, the value of iLout 

at t=t0 and t=t3 can be derived from (6.13) with iLout,avg. 

In State 3, iDo2 rises from zero and equals iLout at t=t3. From the current 

relationship in Table III, we have 
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which means DL2 can be represented as 
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DL1 can also be derived from the current relationship of State 6 in Table III: 
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Notice that iLout(t0) and iLout(t3) are functions of DL1 and DL2. Therefore, explicit solutions 

of DL1 and DL2 can be solved using (6.15) and (6.16). Moreover, an explicit solution of 

vCout can then be derived with (6.12) and the solution of (6.15) and (6.16). The 

relationship among vCout, , and D2 of a type II DI-FB converter is illustrated in Figure 

6.12. It is shown that a high vCout can be generated with a large D2 or . If D2 and  are 

large at the same time, a low vCout will be generated. 

It is noteworthy that Vin1 conducts current in States 1, 2 and 6, and Vin2 conducts 

current in States 2, 3, and 4. Therefore, the average input currents can be expressed as 
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where iLr,Statejavg for j=1,...,6 is the average current of Lr in State j. For example, iLr,State1avg 

equals [iLr(t0)+iLr(t1)]/2. If zero inductor current ripple of Lm and Lout and DL1=DL2=0 are 

assumed, (6.17) becomes 
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Loutavgin
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     (6.18) 

which implies that with fixed output current, the output power of Vin1 is controlled by D1 

and both D1 and D2 affect the output power of Vin2. 

 

Figure 6.12: The relationship among output voltage, ψ and D2 with 0<ψ<0.5 and 

0<D2<0.9 of a type I DI full-bridge converter, where D1 is fixed at 0.6. 

6.3.2.3 Soft-switching Conditions  

Since the circuit compositions on input side of both proposed MI-FB converters 

are the same, soft-switching conditions of type I DI-FB converter are analogous to type II 

DI-FB converter, which are shown in Table 6.4. 

S1H CpVin1/[|iLr(t5)|/2]<td2 S1L CpVin1/[|iLr(t2)|/2]<td1 

S2H CpVin2/[|iLr(t1)|/2]<td3 S2L CpVin2/[|iLr(t4)|/2]<td4 
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Table 6.4: Soft-switching conditions of type II DI full-bridge converter. 

6.4 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS 

A type II DI-FB converter prototype was built to verify the analysis in Section III. 

IXYS IXFX240N15T2 MOSFET (VDSS=150V, ID=240A) and CREE C3D10060A 

(100V, 60A) SiC Schottky diode were applied as input switches and output rectifiers, 

respectively. Transformer T1 was composed of a ferrite core PQ3235 with Lm= 44µH, 

Lr=2µH, and Np:Ns1:Ns2=1:4:4, and Delta Electronics PFCV-HP7354 inductor (320μH) 

was applied to Lout. 6.8µF/100V film capacitor and 560µF/250V electrolytic capacitor 

were applied to Cb and Cout, respectively. Input switches driving signals are shown in 

Figure 6.13, duty cycles are set to be D1=47% and D2=55% and phase shift between input 

legs is set to be =30%. Dead-times between high-side and low side MOSFETs is set to 

be 250nS in order to avoid possible short circuit and reserve blanking time for soft-

switching. Figure 6.14 shows the key operational waveforms of the type II DI-FB 

converter prototype with Vin1=25V, Iin1=2.01A, Vin2=20V, Iin2=0.56A, Vout=52.9V, and 

R=50Ω. Notice that the Vout is calculated to be 53.68V. Efficiency is calculated to be 

91%. It is noteworthy that the mean value of Vs is the output voltage, and the Vs 

waveform illustrates (6.12). In addition, Figure 6.14 (c) verifies iLout,avg and vCb,avg in (6.9) 

and (6.11), respectively. The ringing overvoltage on Vpri and Vs is due to the resonant 

between the parasitic capacitors of the output diodes and the leakage inductances on NS1 

and NS2 [75]. Therefore, additional snubber circuit, such as that in [75], might be 

necessary for type II DI-FB converter in the low-input-voltage to high-output-voltage 

applications. Waveforms in Figure 6.15 also show that zero-voltage-switching is 

achieved on both input legs. 
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Figure 6.13: Driving signals for type II DI full-bridge converter. 
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      (a)        (b) 

 

      (c)    

Figure 6.14: Key operational waveforms of type II dual- input full-bridge converter, 

where Vpri is the total voltage of VLr and VLm. 
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Figure 6.15: Zero-voltage-switching of type II DI full-bridge converter. 

6.5 FEASIBLE ISOLATED MULTIPLE-INPUT CONVERTERS WITH REDUCED INPUT CELLS 

According to the input cell reduction method in Section 6.2, some feasible MICs 

are listed in this section. Notice that MICs in Figures 6.16 to 6.22 are suggested to be 

used with push-pull control strategy as discussed in Chapter 4. Feasible output rectifier 

for the MICs in Figures 6.16 to 6.22 are shown in Figures. 6.23 to 6.25. Figures 6.26 to 

6.37 are suggested to be used with both phase-shift and pulse-width modulation controls 

as discussed in Section 6.3.  

 

Figure 6.16: Type I DI isolated push-pull connected boost converter. 

 

Figure 6.17: Type II DI isolated push-pull connected boost converter. 
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Figure 6.18: Type I DI isolated push-pull connected buck-boost converter. 

 

Figure 6.19: Type II DI isolated push-pull connected buck-boost converter. 

 

Figure 6.20: Multiple-input isolated push-pull connected buck-boost converter. 

 

Figure 6.21: DI isolated push-pull connected SEPIC converter. 
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Figure 6.22: Multiple-input isolated push-pull connected SEPIC converter. 

 

Figure 6.23: Type I output rectifier. 

 

Figure 6.24: Type II output rectifier. 

 

Figure 6.25: Type II output rectifier. 
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Figure 6.26: Type II DI full-bridge converter. 

 

Figure 6.27: Type III DI full-bridge converter. 

 

Figure 6.28: Type I multiple-input full-bridge converter. 
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Figure 6.29: Type II multiple-input full-bridge converter. 

 

Figure 6.30: Type III multiple-input full-bridge converter. 
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Figure 6.31: Type I DI parallel resonant converter. 

 

Figure 6.32: Type II DI parallel resonant converter. 

 

Figure 6.33: Type III DI parallel resonant converter. 
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Figure 6.34: New multiple-winding magnetic coupled multiple-input full-bridge 

converter. 

 

 

Figure 6.35: Type I DI series resonant converter. 
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Figure 6.36: Type II DI series resonant converter. 

 

Figure 6.37: Type III DI series resonant converter. 
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Chapter 7 Feasibility Analysis on Multiple-input Resonant Converters  

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

An initiative research has been made for MI resonant converter derivation in 

Chapter 7. Resonant converters, especially multiple-resonant converters [49, 76-84], are 

of great interest of data centers and telecommunication power systems due to their 

possible soft-switching, easy magnetic integration, less component count than other 

PWM type soft-switching isolated converters such as phase-shift full-bridge converters in 

[85-88]. Resonant converters generally have a composition of a pulsating voltage/current 

source cell input stage, a resonant tank stage, a output rectifier stage, and the load, which 

is shown in Figure 7.1 [49, 77]. Pulsating voltage or pulsating current source cells could 

be used in the input stage to generate ac voltage or current waveforms for the resonant 

tank stage. Notice that the resonant tank and output rectifier stages in a resonant 

converter are a two-port network [89]. This feasibility analysis is focused on extending 

the resonant tank stage from a two-port-network with two-pair terminals to N-pair 

terminals; the idea is illustrated in Figure 7.2. Then the effect of each input contribute to 

the resonant tank is studied, i.e. gain curves. A LLC resonant converter, shown in Figure 

7.3, is used as an example to demonstrate the MIC extension process. Two-pair terminals 

of the LLC resonant tank are extended to N-pair terminals LLC resonant tank in Section 

7.2 as a demonstration for the MI resonant converter study. Finally, the possible realistic 

issues for the MI LLC resonant converter are discussed.  
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Figure 7.1: A partitioned resonant converter. 

 

   (a)               (b) 

Figure 7.2: Resonant tanks: (a) two-pair of terminals, (b) N-pair of terminals. 

 

Figure 7.3: LLC Resonant converter. 
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7.2 MULTIPLE-INPUT RESONANT CONVERTER ANALYSIS 

7.2.1 LLC Resonant Converter 

As can be seem from Figure 7.3, a pulsating voltage source/sink is applied as the 

LLC resonant converter input stage. Its resonant tank is formed by two inductors, L1 and 

L2, and a resonant capacitor Cr. Two diodes are used to rectify a dc output voltage. Notice 

that the resonant components can be simply realized by a transformer with a high 

frequency capacitor. That is, the leakage and magnetizing inductors can be used as L1 and 

L2, respectively. 

The LLC resonant converter is generally analyzed via the fundamental harmonic 

approximation [76] for simplification and easy understanding. Fundamental harmonic 

approximation can be applied when the circuit has a significant fundamental component, 

which is a common characteristic of any pulsating voltage source cells discussed in this 

dissertation.  

By applying fundamental harmonic approximation, the original square voltage 

waveform at the output of the input stage can be approximated to a sinusoidal 

waveform—the fundamental component, as shown in Figure 7.4. The sinusoidal function 

is expressed as  

   ,1
4

sin 2 ,in
a s

V
V t f t


   7.

where fs is the converter switching frequency. In addition, the resonant tank stage output 

voltage waveform is also a square wave, which is shown in Figure 7.5(a), its fundamental   

component is 

   ,1
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sin 2 ,out
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nV
V t f t
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where n is the transformer turns ratio—Np1:Ns1:Ns2=n:1:1— and Vout is the voltage across 

the load. The resonant tank stage output current waveform, shown in Figure 7.5(b) can be 

approximated to a sinusoidal waveform when the operating frequency is nearby the series 

resonant frequency fr, where fr=[2(LrCr)
0.5

]
-1

. Since the resonant tank stage output 

average current is Io/n, the resonant tank stage output current waveform can be expressed 

as  

   sin 2 ,
2

out
r s

I
i t f t

n


   7.

where Iout is the current flow through the load. The equivalent load resistance, Re, that 

reflects to the input side of the transformer can be derived from (7.2) and (7.3), which is  

2

2

8
,e

n R
R


    7.

where R is the load resistance. 

 

Figure 7.4: Output waveform of LLC resonant converter input stage and its fundamental 

component. 
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     (a)                  (b) 

Figure 7.5: Input waveforms of LLC resonant converter output rectifier stage: (a) 

current waveform and its average, (b) voltage waveform and its fundamental 

component. 

With (7.1) and (7.4), the LLC resonant converter can be equivalent to a linear 

resonant circuit, which is shown in Figure 7.6. The input-to-output voltage gain of the 

linear resonant circuit is illustrated in Figure 7.7. Notice that fm={2(Lr+Lm)Cr]
0.5

}
-1

 in 

Figure 7.7 is the resonant frequency of Cr with Lr and Lm, and the parameters are 

Lm=500H, Lr=125H, Cr=0.022F, and Re=300Ω. The gain curve shows the key 

characteristic of resonant converters that is different from other PWM converters— 

frequency control for voltage regulation. 

 

 

Figure 7.6: Linearized LLC resonant converter. 
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Figure 7.7: LLC resonant converter voltage gain. 

7.2.2 MI LLC Resonant Converter 

This section discusses the possibility to extend a resonant tank stage from two-

pair terminals to N-pair terminals and then generate a MI resonant converter. A possible 

MI LLC resonant converter that is extended from SI LLC resonant converter is shown in 

Figure 7.8. If the switching frequencies on every input stages are identical, then 

fundamental harmonic approximation can be applied to the MI LLC resonant converter in 

order to derived a linearized MI LLC resonant converter, shown in Figure 7.9, for 

studying the inputs-to-output gain.  

Since the resonant circuit in Figure 7.9 is linear, the superposition theorem for 

electrical circuit [90] can be applied. Consider a DI case, the gain curves of Vout/Vin1 and 

Vout/Vin2 are shown in Figure 7.10. The parameters for the gain curves in Figure 7.10 are 

Lm=500H, Lr1=125H, Lr2=110H, Cr1=0.022F, Cr2=0.033F, and Re=300Ω. 
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Figure 7.8: A Multiple-input LLC resonant converter. 

 

Figure 7.9: Linearized Multiple-input LLC resonant converter. 

 

Figure 7.10: Multiple-input LLC resonant converter voltage gains. 

7.3 CONCLUSIONS  

As can been seen from Figure 7.10, the voltage gains have peaks nearby the series 

resonant frequencies, fr1 and fr2, and have zero gain on the two resonant frequencies, 

where fri=[2(LriCri)
0.5

]
-1

 for i=1,2. That is, the gain curves are very sensitive in narrow 
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frequency ranges and lead to a difficulty of voltage regulation. In addition, zero gains at 

resonant frequencies imply that the converter should not be operated at either resonant 

frequencies fr1 or fr2, this characteristic contradicts with the SI LLC resonant converter—

the optimum efficiency operating point is at the resonant frequency. Moreover, the "zero 

gain" points will increase with the increase of inputs in an MI LLC resonant converter, 

which may further limit the feasible operation ranges. 

7.4 FUTURE WORKS  

The analysis in Section 7.2 assumes the switching frequencies in every input stage 

are the same. However, the power sharing condition and strategy for the MI LLC 

resonant converter, or more generalized— for a MI resonant converter, with identical 

switching frequencies in every input stages is not explored, which is the first thing need 

to fulfill in the future. Second, the soft-switching conditions for the MI LLC resonant 

converter should be studied. Moreover, the feasibility of MI LLC resonant converter with 

different switching frequencies in input stages should be investigated.    
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Chapter 8:  Multiple-input Converter Comparison 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

A comparison among MIC families is made according to the need of current 

source input interfaces—e.g., PV modules require a steady output voltage for maximum 

power point tracking and fuel cells need small output current ripple for life-time 

consideration—and a high inputs-to-output voltage transfer ratio in DG applications. 

Accordingly, input filter circuits need to be taken into consideration with MICs that have 

voltage source input interface in the comparison. Five MICs— time-sharing DI-SEPIC, 

pulsating current source cell DI-Boost converter, pulsating voltage source cell DI-Cuk 

(type II pulsating voltage source/sink cell) converter, multiple-winding magnetic coupled 

DI-FB converter, and push-pull connected DI-Boost converter— from different MIC 

families are compared here, and the result are shown in Table 8.1. 
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Time-sharing DI-

SEPIC 

Pulsating current 

source cell DI-

Boost converter 

Pulsating voltage 

source cell DI-

Cuk converter 

Multiple-winding 

magnetic coupled  

DI-FB converter 

Push-pull 

connected DI-

Boost converter 

Component 

numbers 
a 9 7 10 16 8 

Magnetic 

design difficulty 
Easy Easy Easy Hard Easy 

Control circuit 

complexity 
Simple Simple Complex Complex Simple 

Modularity Capable Capable Capable  Capable Incapable 

Failure per 

billion hours 
a b

 
68.768 45.339 59.727 73.361 51.337 

Inputs-to-

output voltage 

transfer ratio
  a 

effeff

ineffineff

out
DD

VDVD
V

21

2211

1 
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Control 

limitations 
 a

 
0 ≤ D1eff +D2eff <1 

Require inductor 

current controls 
Not specified 

50% duty cycles and 

|φ|≤π/2 
q1 +q2=1 

Input current 

limitations 
c High Low Low Low Low 

Switches  

stresses 
 a

 
b 

Input switches:    
6          

Output rectifiers: 3 

Input switches:    
5          

Output rectifiers: 2 

Input switches:    

4          

Output rectifiers: 
1 

Input switches:    1          

Output rectifiers: 2 

Input switches:    
3          

Output rectifiers: 2 

Mutual 

influence -input 

sources
 

Low High Low High Low 

Bi-directional 

power flow 

capability 

Bi-directional N-directional Bi-directional N-directional Bi-directional 

a. Based on dual inputs and single output case. 

b. The same input, output voltages and output power conditions are considere5. 

c. Based on fixed input voltages condition. 

Table 8.1: Multiple-input Converter Comparison. 
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8.2 MULTIPLE-INPUT CONVERTER COMPARISON 

8.2.1 Comparison Criteria 

A rating scale from 1 to 6 is applied to the comparison for switch stresses. The 

scale should be interpreted in the following qualitative way: "1" in a given MIC has a 

lower voltage stress than the MIC with "2". It should not be interpreted as the MIC with 

"2" has double voltage stress than the MIC with "1." The converter cost is based on the 

comparison of component quantity, magnetic design difficulty, and control circuit 

complexity. Special attention is paid to magnetic components because their high cost 

caused by their labor intensive requirements. In addition, if input switches do not share 

the same grounding, the isolation driver components such as opto-couplers or driving 

transformers will also increase the converter cost. For example, a multiple-winding 

magnetic coupled DI-FB converter has the most non-common grounding switches and it 

needs at least four opto-couplers (or four driving transformer) with a control IC. 

Therefore, more non-common grounding switches usually imply higher driver circuit 

cost. Converter efficiency and power level are compared based on switch stresses and 

circuit parameters limitation because lower switches stress leads to a lower power 

dissipation and effective leakage inductances limit a multiple-winding magnetic coupled 

MIC's power level. Reliability comparison—failure rate per billion hours—is based on 

the Telcordia Reliability Prediction Procedure for Electronic Equipment SR-332. The 

same inputs, output conditions (Vin1=30V, Vin2=20V, Vout=100V, R=50Ω) and 

components are applied to all the MICs with 25deg C ambient temperature. Only 

components on the power stages are taken into reliability consideration, and the 

combination of two n-channel MOSFETs in series is applied to the input switches in the 

time-sharing DI-SEPIC. 
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8.2.2 Comparison Descriptions 

The comparison in Table 8.1 indicates that pulsating current source cell DI-Boost 

converter has the lowest cost over other MICs topologies, but its inputs-to-output voltage 

transfer ratio is limited to 6 or less when considering practical duty cycle limitations—

e.g., maximum 80% duty cycles. Thus, pulsating current source cell DI-Boost converter 

is not suitable for applications, such as the input stage in micro-inverters for energy 

harvesting, in which high voltage transfer ratio is required. In this sense, push-pull 

connected DI-Boost converter may be a good choice when considering its inputs-to-

output voltage transfer ratio and cost. However, modular design cannot be performed on 

the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter and the addition of hybrid input cells from 

other MIC families is required to improve the system availability. An example of an MIC 

with pulsating current source cell and push-pull connected input cells is shown in Figure 

8.1. 

 

Figure 8.1: A hybrid pulsating current source cell and push-pull connected MI-Boost 

converter. 

The comparison on input current limitation focuses on the freedom for an MIC to 

adjust its input currents to desired values. This characteristic is important when an MIC is 

used in applications that require input current controls—e.g., PV modules. Time-sharing 

MI-SEPIC topology provides less freedom on input currents than the other topologies 

because its input current equilibrium points are related to all effective duty cycles and to 
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the equivalent inductances [91], which make it difficult for the input currents to reach 

maximum power points in PV applications [29]. 

Besides the input current limitation, the power level of multiple-winding magnetic 

coupled MI-FB converter is related to the transformer leakage inductance Lr and the 

switching frequency f. With fixed input voltages and a load resistor R, Lr and f limits the 

maximum output voltage and power, which means that a well-coupled transformer must 

be used when multiple-winding magnetic coupled MI-FB converter is utilized in a high 

power application. On the other hand, a lower Lr may not reach soft-switching under the 

mid-to-light load conditions. In addition, it is hard for a multiple-winding magnetic 

coupled MIC to achieve kilo-watt power level in a low voltage DG system due to the 

power limitation from Lr. Therefore, push-pull connected MICs might give the best 

converter efficiency among the MIC families in the dc distribution system with DGs. 

The level of mutual influence among input sources compares the MIC's flexibility 

for diverse input sources. From (2.1) and (2.2), pulsating current source cell MI-Boost 

and multiple-winding magnetic coupled MI-FB converters show different types of 

source-dependency. It is unlikely that the pulsating current source cell MI-Boost 

converter will be used in an application with large differences in input and output 

voltages. 

8.3 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS 

Prototypes of a time-sharing DI SEPIC, an isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with 

an active clamping leg, and push-pull connected DI-Boost converters were built for 

comparison verifications. The same circuit parameters were applied to the prototypes, 

which are shown as follows: 
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Input switches: IXYS IXTH110N25T MOSFET (250V, 110A) was applied as input 

switches and for an active clamping switch. MOSFETs IXTH110N25T and 

Infineon IPP075N15N3 (150V, 100A) are put in series as each input leg of time-

sharing DI SEPIC and isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping 

leg. 

Rectifiers: CREE C3D10060A (100V, 60A) SiC Schottky diode was applied for output 

rectifiers. 

Inductors: Delta PFCV-HP7354 (320μH). 

Coupled-inductor: Interleaved windings were applied to a Ferrite Core PQ3220 with 0.47 

input-winding to output-winding turns ratio; the magnetizing inductance and 

leakage inductance on the input-winding were 25.56μH and 550nH, respectively. 

Capacitors: 560μF, 250V electrolytic capacitors were used as output capacitors, and 

8.8μF, 100V film capacitors were used as central capacitors for time-sharing DI 

SEPIC and the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping leg. 

Efficiency comparison among the time-sharing DI SEPIC, the isolated time-

sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping leg, and the push-pull connected DI-Boost 

converter is conducted. The output resistance is fixed at 25Ω for the time-sharing DI 

SEPIC and 105Ω for the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC with an active clamping leg and 

push-pull connected DI-Boost converters. A lower resistance is applied to time-sharing 

DI SEPIC because the output voltage level is much lower than isolated time-sharing DI 

SEPIC with an active clamping leg and push-pull connected DI-Boost converters with the 

same input and duty cycle conditions. The efficiency measurements are shown in Figure 

8.2. These results show that the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter has best overall 

converter efficiency followed by the time-sharing DI SEPIC and the isolated time-sharing 

DI SEPIC with an active clamping leg. 
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Figure 8.2: Efficiency comparison among three prototypes (time-sharing dual-input 

SEPIC: TS-DI-SEPIC, isolated time-sharing dual-input SEPIC with active 

clamp leg: Isolated TS-DI-SEPIC with ACL, and push-pull connected dual-

input Boost converter: PPC-DI-Boost converter) with V1-V2=5V. 
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Chapter 9:  Conclusion 

9.1 SUMMARY 

This dissertation discusses a systematic approach to MIC families. Their different 

circuit compositions lead to different characteristics in each family. Specifically, the 

possible power flow operations of MIC families are explored according to their 

compositions. A special focus of this dissertation is on high voltage transfer ratio DG 

applications, which motivates the improvements on isolated time-sharing MICs, the 

newly proposed push-pull connected MIC, and the input cell reduction method. Each 

innovation shows its own advantage over present MICs.  

The proposed driving strategy for time-sharing MICs provides the possibility of 

utilizing new input switch combinations with lower losses and the possibility of soft-

switching or bi-directional time-sharing MICs. An active clamping technique is 

introduced to the isolated time-sharing MICs to minimize possible switching losses. ZVS 

conditions can be achieved on switches S1 and Sac with proper dead-time setting and 

resonant parameters. Although the active clamping technique applied to a time-sharing 

MIC is only designed for ZVS on the first-turned-on input leg, it is shown that the turn-

on switching losses on other input legs are also reduced. A time-sharing DI dual-output 

SEPIC is used to demonstrate bi-directional power flow capability of time-sharing MICs, 

which are identified as capable for bi-directional power flow. 

The newly proposed push-pull connected MIC family serves as an alternative 

choice for high voltage transfer ratio DG applications—a non-isolated high voltage 

transfer ratio MIC family. The operation of a push-pull connected MI-Boost converter is 

analyzed as an example for the push-pull connected MIC analysis. Common push-pull 

connected MIC advantages over pulsating current source cell MIC is shown in this push-
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pull connected MI-Boost converter analysis, including higher voltage transfer ratio, lower 

input switch stresses, and lower output voltage ripples.  

The input cell reduction method generalizes many MICs that might be options for 

high voltage transfer ratio DG applications with lower component count than the original 

MICs. This method can be applied to any isolated MIC that has two different pulsating 

voltages applied to a winding of its transformer. A state analysis of proposed DI-FB 

converters realized with the proposed method is conducted in order to verify the 

feasibility of the proposed approach. Moreover, power budgeting analysis and soft-

switching conditions are added to the DI-FB converter analysis to emphasize the 

controllability and preserved soft-switching characteristics. 

A comparison among MICs from five MIC families is made for the possible 

current source interface DG applications in cost, control flexibility, reliability, component 

stresses, and bi-directional power flow capability. An MI power electronics interface 

could be selected via the comparison aspects. More power flow flexibility—in the sense 

that power can flow freely among input and output cells without depending on power 

flow directions in other cells—can be found in pulsating current source cell MICs and 

multiple-winding magnetic coupled MICs than in other MIC families. Yet, time-sharing 

MICs are able to reduce the number of components by using a current buffer as a 

common component and still could be applied for certain applications with bi-directional 

power flows, such as battery energy storage systems. Push-pull connected MICs can 

produce higher inputs-to-output voltage transfer ratio, lower switches voltage stresses, 

and lower inductor current ripple than other non-isolated MICs. 

Prototypes of time-sharing DI SEPIC, isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC, push-pull 

connected DI-Boost, and a pulsating voltage source cell DI-FB converters with reduced 

input cells are realized in order to verify the analysis. Different input switch combinations 
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are applied to the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC prototype for power losses comparison 

in low power applications. The results verify that MOSFETs in series give the least 

overall power dissipation than other combinations. An active clamping leg is then applied 

to the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC prototype for converter efficiency and component 

stresses verification. With an active clamping leg, the isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC 

prototype is able to have 3% efficiency improvement than the isolated time-sharing DI 

SEPIC without an active clamping leg in 200W output power, and the input switches 

voltage stresses have been great reduced. The output diode of the time-sharing DI SEPIC 

prototype has been replaced by a synchronous rectifier MOSFET to allow the possible bi-

directional power flow. Bi-directional power flow of the time-sharing DI SEPIC 

prototype is examined with two feedback voltage loop control loops. The voltage transfer 

ratio and component stresses of the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter prototype are 

measured and verified for the push-pull connected MIC analysis. In addition, two 

different PV modules are also connected to the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter 

prototype controlled with a perturb-and-observe MPPT strategy in order to verify the 

feasibility of using a push-pull connected MIC in PV applications. The result shows that 

a push-pull connected DI-Boost converter has a good behavior when performing MPPT. 

Experimental results of the pulsating voltage source cell DI-FB converter with reduced 

input cells show that the inputs-to-output voltage transfer ratio matches with the analysis 

and soft-switching on input switches is achieve5. 

Lastly, efficiencies of time-sharing DI SEPIC, isolated time-sharing DI SEPIC 

with an active clamping leg, and push-pull connected DI-Boost converter prototypes are 

compared. The results show that the push-pull connected DI-Boost converter gives the 

best converter efficiency among the three considered MICs.  
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9.2 FUTURE WORK 

This analysis is focused on MI pulse-width modulation converters, however, the 

MI resonant converter—voltage transfer ratio controlled by frequency instead of duty 

cycle[79]—has never been systematically presented yet. Therefore, the next step of this 

research is to develop possible MI resonant converters. The closed loop stability analysis 

of the proposed MICs is also another important task for MIC implementations. 
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Appendix A  Abbreviations 

AC—Alternative current. 

ACL—Active clamping leg. 

Aux-PPC—push-pull converter with an auxiliary transformer. 

BBS—Bi-directional blocking switch. 

BESS—Battery energy storage systems. 

CB—Current buffer. 

CCM—Continuous current mode. 

DC—Direct current. 

FHA—Fundamental harmonic approximation. 

HVAC—High-voltage alternative current. 

HVDC—High-voltage direct current. 

IGBT—Insulated gate bipolar transistor. 

MIC—Multiple-input converter. 

MOSFET—Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor. 

MPPT—Maximum power point tracking. 

MW—Multiple-winding magnetic couple5. 

PCSC—Pulsating current source/sink cell. 

PPC—Push-pull connecte5. 

PRI—Power routing interface. 

PV—Photovoltaic. 

PVSC—Pulsating voltage source/sink cell. 

PWM—Pulse-width modulation. 

RB—Reverse blocking. 
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SCR—Silicon controlled rectifier. 

SEPIC-Single ended primary inductor converter. 

SIC—Single-input converter. 

SR—Synchronous rectifier. 

TS—Time-sharing. 

VB—Voltage buffer. 

VTR—Voltage transfer ratio. 

TS-DI-SEPIC—Time-sharing dual-input single ended primary inductor converter. 

I-TS-DI-SEPIC—Isolated time-sharing dual-input single ended primary inductor 

converter. 
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Appendix B Voltage conversion efficiency: ac versus dc  

B.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The main focus of this dissertation is the power electronics interface for DG 

power systems. Since both ac grid and dc grid could be used in DG power transmission, 

the efficiency in their voltage conversion stage—ac grid: a transformer and dc grid: a 

power converter— might be of interest. The following literature reviews give us the sense 

of the comparison of voltage conversion efficiency in ac and dc grids.  

A comparison is made among five typical ac or dc distribution systems [92], the 

efficiency of the voltage conversion transformer in ac distribution system is higher than 

the efficiency of the step-down converter. Another comparison between ac and dc 

distribution systems in residential DG applications is made in [93]. It is shown that a DG 

with dc distribution has higher system conversion efficiency due to the less conversion 

stages. We can conclude that even the voltage conversion transformer of an ac 

distribution power system has higher efficiency than the step-down converter of a dc 

distribution power system in the low voltage distribution—less than 1kV, a dc 

distribution power system may still have a higher overall efficiency than an ac 

distribution power system in certain applications.  

Besides the low voltage distribution power system, the comparison of the voltage 

conversion efficiency in high-voltage ac distribution power system and high-voltage dc 

distribution power system might also bring reader's attention. It is said in the IEC 

standardization [94] that the voltage conversion losses are generally less than 1% of the 

transmitted power in a current-source converter and less than 2% of the transmitted 

power in a voltage sourced converter. Although there is no standardization available for 

losses estimation of voltage sourced converters, the IEC standardization give us the sense 
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that the losses percentage at voltage conversion stage in a high-voltage dc distribution 

power system. The efficiency standards for the liquid-filled distribution transformers for 

ac distribution power systems was reported in [95]. Efficiency is required to be over 98% 

for the distribution transformers in different grid voltage levels. According to the 

standards for transformers in ac distribution power system and converters in dc 

distribution power system, the efficiency at the voltage conversion stage of both systems 

are similar. However, the transformer efficiency increases when the distribution voltage 

level is high. For example, the NEMA TP-1 Standard shows that the transformer 

efficiency of a 2500kVA ac distribution system is higher than 99.4%. The high efficiency 

transformer implies that the high voltage alternative current (HVAC) system may have 

higher efficiency at its voltage conversion stage than the high voltage direct current 

(HVDC) system. 

B.2 CONCLUSION 

In Appendix B, the efficiency of the voltage conversion stage for two systems－

ac and dc－are investigated through literature review. Although low voltage dc power 

systems might have higher overall efficiency than low voltage ac power systems due to 

possible few conversion stages, the transformers in ac power systems seem to have better 

efficiency than the power converters in dc power systems in both low voltage and high 

voltage systems.  
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Appendix C Power Losses Calculation Mathcad Code  

Appendix C shows the power losses calculation Mathcad code of an isolated time-

sharing DI SEPIC with active clamping leg for the power losses verification in Chapter 3:  

Vin1 41 V   Vin2 46 V 

D1B 0.3    D1 0.29  

D2 0.25    Dac 0.38  

fsw 100k Hz  Tsw
1

fsw


 
Tsw 10u  

L1 300u H   L2 300u H 

Lm 41u H   Lr 0.5u H 

DCR_L1 50m   DCR_L2 50m  

ACR_L1 DCR_L11.8  ACR_L2 DCR_L21.8  

DCR_Np 1m   DCR_Ns 60m  

Cs1 6.8u F   Cs2 6.8u F 

Cout 500u F  Cac 2.2u F 

Cp1 850p F   Cp2 850p F  

Cp1B 638p F  Cp2B 638p F  

Cpac 850p F 

DF_Cs1 10
2

    DF_Cs2 10
2

  

ESR_Cs1
DF_Cs1

2  fsw Cs1


  
ESR_Cs1 2.341m  

ESR_Cs2
DF_Cs2

2  fsw Cs2


  
ESR_Cs2 2.341m  

ESR_Cout 5m   ESR_Cac 2m  

Z
Lr

Cac


   


1

Lr Cac


 

Rds_S1 24 1.3 m   Rds_S1B 7.21.3 m  
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Rds_S2 24 1.3 m   Rds_S2B 7.21.3 m  

Rds_Sac 241.3 m    

Rtra 5m     Primary trace resistance 

Vdout 2 V 

tf 0.1u    MOSFET turn-off duration 

Rload 430   Rload_e
Rload

4


  
Rload_e 107.5  

NL1 70    NL2 70  

Np 8    Ns 24  

Nps
8

24


   
turns ratio 

 0.98    Estimated efficiency 

Vout
Lm

Lr Lm

D1 Vin1 D2 Vin2

Nps 1 D1 D2( )


 

Vout 150.706 V 

Vout_  Vout   Vout_ 147.691 V 

Vcac 
D1 Vin1 D2 Vin2

1 D1 D2


 
Vcac 49.831 V 

iL1_avg
D1 Vout_

Nps 1 D1 D2( ) Rload_e

D1 D2 Vin2 L1 L2 L2 Lm LmL1( )

2 L1 L2 Lm fsw
  

iL1_avg 2.081 A 

iL1_max iL1_avg
Vcac 1 D1B D2( ) Tsw

2L1


 

iL1_max 2.454 A 

iL1_min iL1_avg
Vcac 1 D1B D2( ) Tsw

2L1


 

iL1_min 1.707 A 

iL1_state1 iL1_min
Vin1D1B Tsw

2L1


 

iL1_state1 1.912 A 

iL1_state2 iL1_max
Vin2D2 Tsw

2L1
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iL1_state2 2.263 A 

iL1_state1 t( ) iL1_min
Vin1t

L1
 iL1_avg

 

iL1_state2 t( ) iL1_min
Vin1D1B Tsw

L1


Vin2t

L1
 iL1_avg

 

iL1_state4 t( ) iL1_max
Vcac t

L1
 iL1_avg

 

T1 TswD1B   T2 TswD2    T4 Tsw 1 D1B D2( )  

iL1_ac_rms
1

Tsw
0

T1

tiL1_state1 t( ) 2




d

0

T2

tiL1_state2 t( ) 2




d

0

T4

tiL1_state4 t( ) 2




d













 

iL1_ac_rms 0.223 A 

iL2_avg
D2 Vout_

Nps 1 D1 D2( ) Rload_e

D1 D2 Vin1 L1 L2 L2 Lm LmL1( )

2 L1 L2 Lm fsw
  

iL2_avg 2.702 A 

iL2_max iL2_avg
Vcac 1 D1B D2( ) Tsw

2L2


 

iL2_max 3.075 A 

iL2_min iL2_avg
Vcac 1 D1B D2( ) Tsw

2L2


 

iL2_min 2.328 A 

iL2_state1 iL2_min
Vin1D1B Tsw

2L2


 

iL2_state1 2.533 A 

iL2_state2 iL2_max
Vin2D2 Tsw

2L2


 

iL2_state2 2.884 A 

iL2_state1 t( ) iL2_min
Vin1t

L2
 iL2_avg

 

iL2_state2 t( ) iL2_min
Vin1D1B Tsw

L2


Vin2t

L2
 iL2_avg

 

iL2_state4 t( ) iL2_max
Vcac t

L2
 iL2_avg

 

iL2_ac_rms
1

Tsw
0

T1

tiL2_state1 t( ) 2




d

0

T2

tiL2_state2 t( ) 2




d

0

T4

tiL2_state4 t( ) 2




d
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iL2_ac_rms 0.223 A 

iLm_avg
Vout_

Nps Rload_e
   iLm_avg 4.122 A 

iLm_max iLm_avg
Vout_ Nps 1 D1 D2( ) Tsw

2Lm


 

iLm_max 6.883 A 

iLm_min iLm_avg
Vout_ Nps 1 D1 D2( ) Tsw

2Lm
  

iLm_min 1.36 A 

iLm_state1 iLm_min

Vcac
Lm

Lm Lr
 D1 Tsw

2Lm


 

iLm_state1 3.101 A 

iLm_state2 iLm_max

Vcac
Lm

Lm Lr
 D2 Tsw

2Lm


 

iLm_state2 5.382 A 

According to the curtrent balance of Cout: iC_discharge*(D1+D2)=iC_charge*(1-D1-

D2) 

iC_discharge = iout  iDout = iC_charge +iout 

iout
Vout_

Rload_e


   
iout 1.374 A 

iDout iout 1
D1 D2

1 D1 D2











 

iDout 2.987 A 

ip_max iL1_max iL2_max iLm_max AA 

iLr_state4 t( )
Nps Vout_ Vcac

Z
sin  t( ) iL1_max iL2_max( ) ip_maxcos  t( )  

Power dissipation calculation:  

Pout
Vout_

2

Rload_e


  
Pout 202.91 W 

Inductor DC losses: 

P_L1_dc DCR_L1iL1_avg
2

  P_L1_dc 0.216 W 

P_L2_dc DCR_L2iL2_avg
2

  P_L2_dc 0.365 W 
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a. inductor data (core: high flux ) 

H 1 henry    temp 40
 

ODoutput 18.03mm
  

IDoutput 9.02mm
  

Htoutput1 10.26mm
 

loutput 4.14cm
  

ALoutput1
133

1000
H

  
Aeoutput1 34.7mm

2
  

output 125
   

Veoutput1 1.437cm
3


  

PARoutput 2
 

Htoutput Htoutput1 PARoutput
  

ALoutput ALoutput1 PARoutput
 

Aeoutput Aeoutput1 PARoutput
 

Veoutput Veoutput1 PARoutput
 

MLT 2 Htoutput ODoutput  0.8
 

WINDLENGTH  IDoutput
 

Gaugewire 18   NSTRD 6  

Bacmax_load1 L1 H
iL1_max iL1_min( ) A

NL1 Aeoutput


 

Bacmax_load2 L2 H
iL2_max iL2_min( ) A

NL2 Aeoutput
  

Bacmax_load1 0.046T
  

Bacmax_load2 0.046T
 

P_L1_ac ACR_L1iL1_ac_rms
2

   

P_L1_ac 4.477 10
3

 W 

P_L2_ac ACR_L2iL2_ac_rms
2

  

P_L2_ac 4.477 10
3

 W 

Coupled-inductor power losses: 

a. core datas (PQ3235) 

Aetr 1.537cm
2


  

Vetr 12.542cm
3


  

ALtr 6.5H
 

Ltr 81.6mm    WINDLENGTHsec 35.55mm
 

Le 81.6mm  
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Bmax
LmH iLm_max A

Np Aetr


 

B
LmH iLm_maxA iLm_minA( )

Np Aetr


 

Bmax 0.23T    B 0.184T  

Lmag Np
2

ALtr
  

Lmag 4.16 10
4

 H  

IPRI_RMS fsw iLm_state1
2

D1 Tsw iLm_state2
2

D2 Tsw

0

Tsw 1 D1 D2( )

tiLr_state4 t( )( )
2




d













 

IPRI_RMS 8.742 A 

b. Secondary winding data 

Gaugepriwire 24
  

NSTRDsec 48
  

MLTsec  15.55 mm
 

temp 40

 
c. Primary winding data  

hcopperfoil 15mm
  

Htcopperfoil 0.5mm
  

NSTRDpri 8  

Areacopperfoil hcopperfoil Htcopperfoil NSTRDsec
 

5. resistance estimiation for secondary 

d1. DC resistance estimiation 

Gaugewire 18
 

DwireGaugewire

10 2.54


10

Gaugepriwire

20














mm

  
DwireGaugewire

0.51mm
 

Dwire_insulationGaugewire

10 2.54


10

Gaugepriwire

20


 0.028
10 2.54


10

Gaugepriwire

20


 10











mm
 

AwireGaugewire

 DwireGaugewire






2


4


 

Awire_insulationGaugewire

 Dwire_insulationGaugewire






2


4
  

I
Gaugewire

J AwireGaugewire


 

copper temp( ) 1.724 1 0.0042temp 20( )[ ] 10
5

 mm 
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Rwiretemp Gaugewire

copper temp( )

AwireGaugewire













 

Rdcsec

Rwiretemp Gaugewire
Np MLTsec

NST RDsec



   

Rdcsec 7.445 10
4

   

d2. AC resistance estimation 

LAYRESsecandary_margin_tape

Np NSTRDsec Dwire_insulationGaugewire


WINDLENGTHsec



 

LAYRESsecandary_margin_tape 6.193  

o 4  10
4

 tesla
mm

A
  

Dpen

copper temp( ) s

 o fsw


 
Dpen 0.218mm

 

Layerthickness


4
Dwire_insulationGaugewire


   
Layerthickness 5.081 10

4
 m  

 Layerthickness

Ns NST RDsec

WINDLENGTHsec



    

 16.466  

Q 
Layerthickness

Dpen



  

Q 9.477  

G1 Q( )
sinh 2 Q( ) sin 2 Q( )

cosh 2 Q( ) cos 2 Q( )


  

G2 Q( )
sinh Q( ) cos Q( ) cosh Q( ) sin Q( )

cosh 2Q( ) cos 2Q( )
  

LAYRESsec_margin_tape LAYRESsecandary_margin_tape  

FR Q LAYRESsec_margin_tape  Q G1 Q( )
2

3
LAYRESsec_margin_tape

2
1



 G1 Q( ) 2 G2 Q( )( )









  

Racsec FR Q LAYRESsecandary_margin_tape  Rdcsec
  

Racsec 0.183
 

e. resistance estimation for primary  

e1. DC resistance estimation 

Rperlengthcopperfoil

copper temp( )

Areacopperfoil



     

Rperlengthcopperfoil 5.191 10
8




mm


 

Rdcpri Rperlengthcopperfoil Np MLTsec
    

Rdcpri 2.029 10
5
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e2. AC resistance estimation
 

Dpen

copper temp( ) s

 o fsw


 

Layerthickness Htcopperfoil
 

LAYRESprimary Np
 

FR Q LAYRES( )
Rac

Rdc
Q G1 Q( )

2

3
LAYRES

2
1  G1 Q( ) 2 G2 Q( )( )










 

Q
Layerthickness

Dpen



  

Q 2.298
 

G1 Q( )
sinh 2 Q( ) sin 2 Q( )

cosh 2 Q( ) cos 2 Q( )


 
G2 Q( )

sinh Q( ) cos Q( ) cosh Q( ) sin Q( )

cosh 2Q( ) cos 2Q( )


 

Racpri FR Q LAYRESprimary  Rdcpri
    

Racpri 1.922 10
3

 
 

Pcoredensity high_flux B fsw( ) 2.687
B

1T

10
4

10
3












2.59

fsw

10
3









1.33

 10
3


W

cm
3



 

PcoreL1 Pcoredensityhigh_flux Bacmax_load1 fsw  Veoutput
 

PcoreL1 0.477W

 
PcoreL2 Pcoredensityhigh_flux Bacmax_load2 fsw  Veoutput

 
PcoreL2 0.477W

 
Coupled-inductor losses:

 
Copper losses: 

Pcutr_PR Rdcpri Racpri  IPRI_RMS
2

 A
2


   

Pcutr_PR 0.148W
 

Pcutr_SEC Racsec  iout( )
2

 A
2


     

Pcutr_SEC 0.345W
 

K 8.282621630410
12

  m 2.69591776811   n 1.520973663
 

Pcoretr K
B 10

3


2 T









m

 fsw( )
n


Vetr

10
3


W

cm
3



   

Pcoretr 0.826W
 

Ptr Pcutr_PR Pcutr_SEC Pcoretr
    

Ptr 1.319W
 

Pmag P_L1_dcW P_L1_ac W P_L2_dcW P_L2_ac W Ptr PcoreL1 PcoreL2
 

Pmag 2.863W
 

Capacitor losses:
 

P_Cs1_ESR ESR_Cs1 iL2_state1 iLm_state1( )
2

D1B iL1_state2( )
2

1 D1B( )   

P_Cs1_ESR 0.031 W 
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P_Cs2_ESR ESR_Cs2 iL2_state1( )
2

1 D1B( ) iL1_state2 iLm_state2( )
2

D2   

P_Cs2_ESR 0.045 W 

iL1ESR_Cact( ) iL1_max
Vcac t

L1


 

iL2ESR_Cact( ) iL2_max
Vcac t

L2
  

P_Cac_ESR fsw

0

Tsw 1 D1 D2( )

tiL1ESR_Cact( ) iL2ESR_Cact( ) iLr_state4 t( ) 
2

ESR_Cac




d  

P_Cac_ESR 0.084 W 

P_Cout_ESR ESR_Cout iout( )
2

D1 D2( ) iout
D1 D2

1 D1 D2










2

1 D1 D2( )









 

P_Cout_ESR 0.011 W 

Pcap P_Cs1_ESR P_Cs2_ESR P_Cac_ESR P_Cout_ESR  

Pcap 0.171 W 

Diode losses: 

P_Dout_cond 2 Vdout iDout 1 D1 D2( ) 1 0.2( )  0.2 is an estimation for recovery 

losses. 

P_Dout_cond 6.595 W 

Pdiode P_Dout_cond   Pdiode 6.595 W 

MOSFET conduction losses: 

e2. AC resistance estimation 

P_S1_cond Rds_S1 iL1_state1 iL2_state1 iLm_state1( )
2

 D1B   

P_S1_cond 0.533 W 

P_S1B_cond Rds_S1B iL1_state1 iL2_state1 iLm_state1( )
2

 D1B  

P_S1B_cond 0.16 W 

P_S2_cond Rds_S2 iL1_state2 iL2_state2 iLm_state2( )
2

 D2  

P_S2_cond 0.865 W 
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P_S2B_cond Rds_S2B iL1_state2 iL2_state2 iLm_state2( )
2

 D2  

P_S2B_cond 0.259 W 

P_Sac_cond fsw

0

Tsw 1 D1 D2( )

tiL1ESR_Cact( ) iL2ESR_Cact( ) iLr_state4 t( ) 
2

Rds_Sac




d

 

P_Sac_cond 1.314 W 

MOSFET switching losses - from parasitic capacitors: 

P_MOS_on fsw
Cp2 Vin1 Vin2( )

2


2

Cpac Vin2 Vcac( )
2



2











  

P_MOS_on 0.391 W 

IVleg1
Vin1 Vcac( ) iL1_min iL2_min iLr_state4 Tsw 1 D1B D2( )[ ][ ]

6


 

IVleg2
Vin2 Vcac( ) iL1_max iL2_max iLm_max( )

6


 

Ilegac iL1_min
Vin1D1B Tsw

L1
 iL2_min

Vin1D1B Tsw

L2










 iLm_min

Vcac
Lm

Lm Lr
 D1 Tsw

Lm

























 

P_MOS_off fsw tf
Vin2Ilegac

6
IVleg2 IVleg1










  

P_MOS_off 1.904 W 

Psw P_MOS_on P_MOS_off      Psw 2.296 W 

Pmos P_S1_cond P_S1B_cond P_S2_cond P_S2B_cond P_Sac_cond  

Pmos 3.131 W 

Power loss for primary traces: 

Ptra Rtra iL1_avg iL2_avg IPRI_RMS  
2


   

Ptra 0.915 W 

_cal
Pout W

Pout W Pmag Pcap W Pdiode W Pmos W Ptra W Psw W


 

Pout 202.91 W

 
_cal 92.704%  
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